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Abstract
Soft active tissues exhibit poroelastic behaviours, softening, hardening, and re-
versible fluidisation. The result of these non-linear behaviour is due to multiple
processes taking part at different scales: active protein motors that actuate at
the polymeric structure of the cell, (de)polymerisation and remodelling of the
cytoskeleton, changes in the cytoplasm volume and cell-cell connectivity changes
that take place at the tissue level. The main goal of the present work is to un-
derstand the mechanical properties of a soft tissue when undergoing fluidisation
and stress relaxation. Toward this goal, we develop mathematical theory and
simulation methods that reproduce the experimental observations.
We present a cell-centred model for the simulation of multicellular soft tissues
that takes into account the underlying active process at the cytoskeletal level,
and allows for active and passive cell-cell reorganisation and intercalation. In the
cell centred model, each cell is treated as a discrete entity and adjacent cell cen-
tres are connected by bar elements holding the rheological properties of cell-cell
interactions. Cell-cell connectivity is determined with Delaunay triangulation of
the cell-centres (nuclei). We use Voronoi tessellation and barycentric tessellation
in order to represent the cell domains.
We develop a viscoelastic bar element that can handle multiple rheological
laws with non-linear elastic and non-linear viscous material models. The bar
element is built by joining in series an elastic and viscous bar, constraining the
middle node position to the bar axis with a reduction method, and statically
condensing the internal degrees of freedom. Also, we develop a new rheological
model based on dynamical changes of the resting length which mimics the vis-
coelastic response.
It has been experimentally observed that cells exhibit a fluidisation process
when subjected to a transient stretch, with an eventual recovery of the mechani-
cal properties upon removal of the applied deformation. This fluidisation process
is characterised by a decrease of the storage modulus and an increase of the phase
angle. We propose a rheological model which is able to reproduce this combined
mechanical response. The model is described in the context of continua and
adapted to a cell-centred particle system that simulates the cell-cell interaction.
Mechanical equilibrium is coupled with two evolution laws: (i) one for the refer-
ence configuration, and (ii) another for the porosity or polymer density. The first
ii Abstract
law depends on the actual elastic strain of the tissue, while the second assumes
different remodelling rates during porosity increase and decrease. The theory
is implemented on the particle based model and tested on a stretching numer-
ical simulation, which agrees with the experimental measurements for different
stretching magnitudes.
The rheological law is also applied to simulate the stress relaxation that sus-
pended monolayers undergo when subjected to a constant stretch. The numerical
model is here applied on in multiple branches, so that the response with different
characteristic times is reproduced.
By using Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi tessellations, the model pre-
sented in this thesis also opens the possibility to test different combined rheo-
logical laws in cytoskeletal and cortical regions of cellular networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and background
Cells, the smallest units of life which can exist on its own, are dynamic and ever
changing entities composed of numerous components with distinct mechanical,
chemical and biological properties. They are active materials that can respond
to external mechanical stimuli and interact with their surrounding through cy-
toskeletal re-organization and force generation. They perform a variety of bio-
logical functions many of which directly depend on their shape and structural
stiffness. They are able to detect substrate mechanical properties by actively
generating contractile forces and use this information to migrate and proliferate
[Trepat et al., 2009]. They are stabilized by the cytoskeleton, a highly active con-
tractile polymeric network which is able to (de)polymerise and reinforce [Gardel
et al., 2004].
This cytoskeletal activity renders cells with a complex rheological response,
exhibiting stiffening [Gardel et al., 2004, Storm et al., 2005, Ferna´ndez and Ott,
2008] and softening [Wolff et al., 2012]. It has been observed that upon stretch-
ing, the fluid contribution of the response increases while the solid part decreases,
which is measured by a reduction of the phase angle between the storage and loss
modulus. It is thus considered that cells fluidise, either individually [Krishnan
et al., 2009] or when forming a soft tissue [Trepat et al., 2007]. Furthermore,
recent experimental evidence suggests that cell rheology can be described by
a poroelastic model, in which the cytoplasm is treated as a biphasic material
consisting of a porous elastic solid meshwork (cytoskeleton, organelles, macro-
molecules) bathed in an interstitial fluid (cytosol) [Moeendarbary et al., 2013].
The study of cell dynamics is fundamental for understanding biological phe-
nomena such as embryology, tissue repair, and most importantly, tumors. Up to
a decade ago, biochemistry and genetics have been the main discipline employed
to study such processes, with undeniable success. There is, however, growing
awareness that mechanics also plays a crucial role in these dynamical processes.
Since the classical work of Young [Young, 1959] and later Eaves [Eaves, 1973],
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the mechanical effects on tumors have been widely studied. For example, in the
key work of Helmlinger [Helmlinger et al., 1997] experimental evidence was pro-
vided to support the idea that the growth of multicellular tumor is controlled by
pressure. More surprisingly, their findings are demonstrated regardless of host
species, tissue of origin, or differentiation state. These results motivate the study
of single cell mechanics, multiple cell mechanical interactions, and their effect on
the global dynamics of growing ensembles.
1.1.1 Mechanical response of cells
Recently, it has become well established that critical insights into diverse cellu-
lar processes can be gained by understanding the role of mechanical force. The
mechanical phenomena are critical to the proper functioning of several basic cell
processes and that mechanical loads can serve as extracellular signals that regu-
late cell function [Vogel and Sheetz, 2006, Brugue´s et al., 2014]. For instance, the
health of several tissues, particularly tissues of the skeleton (bone and cartilage)
and of the cardiovascular system (the heart and arteries), is heavily dependent
on mechanical loading, which in turn comes from physical activity and the en-
vironment [Malandrino et al., 2011]. There is therefore a need to predict how
forces are transmitted throughout the cell, as well as the way in which local
forces produce conformational change. To the extent that a theoretical model
can capture the stress or strain distribution within the cell, it can help us to
relate the biological influences of various types of force application, while at the
same time, guide us to a better understanding of cell mechanics.
Cells are known to exhibit complex constitutive behaviour, in which stress
may depend on both strain and strain rate as well as strain history [Fung, 1993].
These characteristics suggest a behaviour that combines the properties of elastic
solids and viscous fluids, and therefore cells are generally known to respond in
a viscoelastic manner to mechanical perturbations [Jamison et al., 1968]. Rheo-
logical models like Kelvin-voigt and Maxwell have traditionally been the popular
choice to characterise the viscoelastic behaviour and properties of soft tissues.
In Kelvin-Voigt model (Figure 1.1, a), a spring and a dashpot are connected in
parallel where the stress is additive and the strain is equal in each element. In
Maxwell model (Figure 1.1, b), a spring and a dashpot are connected in series,
the strain is additive and the stress is equal in each element. The former is best
suited for modelling creep in a stress controlled test, while the latter is able to
reproduce stress relaxation in a displacement controlled test. Standard linear
solid model (Figure 1.1, c) is a combination of the two models, and gathers the
advantages of both. It is therefore better suited for fitting general viscoelastic
materials.
The characterization of the viscoelastic response of materials in one dimen-
sion has been well studied [Findley et al., 1989, Belytschko et al., 2000]. Its
extension to multiple dimensions and its finite element implementations in the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Representation of (a) Kelvin-Voigt model, (b) Maxwell model, (c)
Standard linear solid model.
linear regime were originally developed more than thirty years ago [Zienkiewicz,
1975, Hughes and Taylor, 1978]. However, when extending these formulations to
finite elasticity, some internal variables and evolution laws must be hypothesised
and numerically solved [de Buhan and Frey, 2011, Holzapfel, 2000, Simo, 1987].
Such constitutive models may be written as a function of the principal stretches
[Bonet, 2001], or in materials with fibres, in terms of the preferred material direc-
tions [Holzapfel and Gasser, 2001]. In these formulations, the elastic and viscous
stresses are numerically solved in a robust monolithic manner by using linear vis-
coelastic constitutive models. Although this procedure may be advantageous in
a finite element context, it makes the resolution of problems with more complex
non-linearities highly dependent on the rheological law at hand.
In this thesis, Maxwell and other rheological laws are implemented on one
dimensional bars which are able to rotate. This allows us to simulate general
viscoelastic behaviours of cells in a simple manner. Also, an alternative model
based on an extension of a Maxwell-like law that uses an adaptive resting length
will be developed, which mimics the apparent measured viscosity [Mun˜oz and
Albo, 2013].
1.1.2 Modelling in tissue biology
Cell modelling has enjoyed a long history in applied mathematics and biology.
Up to now, several approaches have been investigated to understand the me-
chanics of cell structure. These approaches developed so far for the analysis
of multicellular systems and single cells can be classified into continuum based
models [Mun˜oz et al., 2007, Ramasubramanian and Taber, 2008] and discrete
models [Macklin et al., 2010].
Continuum approaches treat the tissue as comprising materials with continu-
ous material properties and deformations. From experimental observations, the
appropriate constitutive material models and the associated parameters are then
derived. In such models the tissue is assumed to be uniform in terms of cell
density, and without gaps. While these approaches allow studying a complete
tissue, they can not provide enough details of the mechanical effects at the micro
scale, since cell units are smeared out and are not represented.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: A schematic view of the cell-centred model: (a) The Delaunay tri-
angulation method of defining connectivities, spheres represent cell nuclei and
the lines cell-cell contact. (b) The Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the
Delaunay triangulation in (a) represents the boundary of the cell.
Discrete models may be in turn subdivided into vertex models [Honda et al.,
2004, Nagai and Honda, 2001, Okuda et al., 2013, Spahn and Reuter, 2013],
Potts models [Merks and Glazier, 2005], cell-centred models [Drasdo and Holme,
2005, Mirams et al., 2013, Mun˜oz et al., 2013, Pathmanathan et al., 2009], or
subcellular models [Escribano et al., 2014], where particles do not represent cells,
but material points of the cell. These models treat cells as discontinuous matter
ab initio. Today, discrete cell modelling has advanced to study a broad swath of
cancer biology, spanning carcinogenesis, tumor growth, invasion, and angiogen-
esis [Macklin et al., 2010].
1.2 Objectives
In this thesis we aim to simulate the cellular mechanical behaviour of tissues when
undergoing fluidisation and stress relaxation process. We will allow cells to adopt
a large variety of shapes in response to mechanical interactions. Motivated by the
need to represent hundreds or even thousands of cells, and the self-organisation
of the tissue when undergoing topological changes, we resort to the cell-centred
model (Figure 1.2). Our choice aims to simplify the definition of the two and
three dimensional geometry when cell neighbours are dynamically changing, a
task that is significantly simpler for cell-centred models. This model aims to
reconstruct tissue dynamics from the collective behaviour of the individual cells
where, the location of a cell is given by a single point, its centre, and the total
force on any cell is a function of the set of cell centres. In such models, there are
two components that need to be specified:
(i) A definition of cell-cell connectivity, which, given a set of cell-centre lo-
cations, defines which cells are in contact. We resort to Delaunay triangulation
(Figure 1.2, a), which involves meshing the domain with triangles and using the
cell centres to define cell-cell connectivity while cell shapes are determined by a
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Voronoi tessellation (Figure 1.2, b) or other suitable tessellation.
(ii) A definition of the force between two cells in contact. For cell-centred
models, the cell-cell interaction force is a function of (at least) the distance
between the cell centres, and nearly always acts in the direction of the vector
connecting the two cell centres. The force law can be different depending on
whether the cells are in compression or in tension. There are a wide range
of force laws that have been used in the literature, ranging from simple linear
laws [Osborne et al., 2010], to much more complex non-linear models [Ferna´ndez
et al., 2006]. In this thesis we adopt generalised Maxwell models and develop
an equivalent rheological model based on an evolution of the resting length. We
further extend this model with a porous-like variable in order to simulate tissue
fluidisation.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 2, a cell-centred model for the simulation of multicellular soft
tissues is presented. Section 2.1 depicts a brief introduction in dynamic topol-
ogy of cell structures. Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 describe the ingredients of
the computational model: the bar elements being employed, the equations to be
solved and the definition of the cell-cell connectivity and cell boundary. Section
2.6 displays an application of the methods described in the previous sections to
study real tissue geometry. Parts of Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 have been pub-
lished as a journal paper in Computational Particle Mechanics [Mosaffa et al.,
2015].
In Chapter 3, Maxwell and active rheological models are presented. The clas-
sical solution of the Maxwell model as well as the Maxwell element formulation
are introduced in Section 3.2. In this section, by developing a new representation
of the bar element, the corresponding stiffness matrices and elemental residuals
are obtained through null-space projection and static condensation. The linear
and non-linear constitutive laws for elastic and viscous materials are studied also
in Section 3.2. Parts of Sections 3.2 and 3.5 have been published as a journal
paper in Mechanics Research Communications [Mun˜oz et al., 2013]. In Section
3.3 an evolution law of the macroscopic remodelling process is presented, which
mimics the apparent measured viscosity. This evolution law is able to reproduce
the viscoelastic response at small strains. The process of resting length recovery
of the active model is given also in Section 3.3. The resting length changes is
combined with a purely linear elastic law, and the resulting active model is com-
pared against a linear Maxwell model in Section 3.5.
In Chapter 4, a rheological model based on dynamical changes of the resting
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length that exploits the changes in cell porosity is presented. Section 4.1 depicts
a brief introduction in rheological models for tissue softening and stiffening. In
this chapter we aim to simulate reversible softening that has been experimen-
tally observed in bio-mechanical tests performed on epithelial lung cell monolay-
ers [Trepat et al., 2007]. Section 4.2 describes this experimental work. Section
4.3 presents a continuum model where the evolution law for the resting length
regulated by porosity. Also, in this section we introduce an evolution law for
the polymer density. The continuum model will be adapted to a particle based
model in Section 4.4. Finally, the numerical result of the experimental simula-
tion is presented in Section 4.5. The results of this chapter has been submitted
in Mechanics and Physics of Solids jornal.
In Chapter 5, we introduce Generalised Maxwell model and Generalised active
model in order to simulate the cellular mechanical behaviour when undergoing
stress relaxation process. Section 5.1 describes the experimental work done by
experimentalists at University College London (UCL), Department of Cell and
Developmental Biology, London, United Kingdom, where they report a biphasic
behaviour of cells during stress relaxation process. A material fitting method-
ology is presented in Sections 5.2. We test these rheological models under a
constant and an incremental strain in Section 5.3 and 5.4.
Finally in Chapter 6 we summarise the conclusions achieved during the pre-
vious chapters and discuss the future work that can be pursued as a consequence
of the developments described in this thesis.
Chapter 2
Dynamic topology of cell
structures
2.1 Computational model for cell topology
In this chapter we aim to simulate global embryogenetic cell shape changes such
as invagination or germ-band extension [Costa et al., 1993]. Motivated by the
need to represent thousands of cells (Drosophila fly embryo for instance is formed
by around 6000 cells during gastrulation), and the self-organisation of the tissue
when undergoing topological changes, we resort to a cell-centred model, where
each cell is represented by a particle, and each cell-cell interaction is modelled
through a bar element connecting two particles. This element carries all the
interactions at the junctions between the cells, and also the internal active and
passive forces produced by the cytoskeleton. Since topological changes are com-
monly observed during embryo development, and may determine the global tissue
deformations [Lecuit and Lenne, 2007], the proposed model aims to handle these
changes in a robust manner.
2.2 Model definition
We will henceforth consider that the cellular system satisfies the following as-
sumptions:
(a) Cells are packed with no extracellular space in between.
(b) Cell centres are considered as dimensionless points (later mentioned as
nodes) which define the location of each cell in space.
(c) Contact between two cells i and j is defined by the presence of a one-
dimensional bar element connecting the two cell centres, providing a con-
nected graph as a whole.
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(d) The total number of cells (nodes) N is constant.
Assumptions (a)-(c) are considered to simplify the computations, while as-
sumption (d) is consistent with the fact that when cells undergo drastic de-
formations, no proliferation takes place, that is, the number of cells remains
approximately constant [Leptin and Grunewald, 1990].
The configuration of the model at each time-step tn, denoted byCn, is defined
by the nodal position of the N nodes, Xn = {xn1 ,xn2 , ...,xnN}, and the connec-
tivity between the nodes, indicated by a connectivity matrix, T n that represent
the topology of the NnE bars. The two sets of variables, X
n and T n may vary
between time-steps, and are computed from the previous variables Cn according
to the following scheme:
1. Compute nodal coordinates Xn+1 by finding mechanical equilibrium be-
tween the particles, while keeping the connectivity T n constant.
2. Update the connectivities T n+1 resorting to a Delaunay triangulation of
the new positions Xn+1.
(a) (b) (c)
Equilibrium Delaunay
Figure 2.1: A schematic view of Delaunay triangulation for a set of four nodes.
(a) Delaunay triangulation at time tn. (b) Equilibrated positions Xn+1 using a
constant connectivity T n. (c) Delaunay triangulation T n+1 associated to posi-
tions Xn+1.
Figure 2.1 shows the two-step update process. Note that according to the
scheme above, equilibrium at time tn+1 is computed for the connectivity defined
at time tn. The connectivity at T n may not comply with the definition of the De-
launay triangulation for the new positions Xn+1, and for this reason the cell-cell
contacts are updated, yielding a new connectivity T n+1. This staggered update
process is employed in order to avoid redefining the connectivity while comput-
ing the equilibrated positions, which would lead to a non-smooth problem, and
therefore also potential convergence difficulties. We will next describe in detail
the two steps: mechanical equilibrium (Section 2.3) and connectivity definition
(Section 2.4).
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2.3 Mechanical equilibrium
The connectivity matrix T n at time tn defines a set of NnE elements E
n =
{1, . . . , eNnE}, each one connecting a pair of nodes i and j. In order to ease
the notation, we will drop in this section the superscript n. For each element e
we have used the following elastic potential Uij:
Uij =
1
2
k
(
εeij
)2
, (2.1)
with k a material parameter representing the material stiffness, and εeij the scalar
elastic strain between nodes i and j, and given by:
εeij =
(lij − L0,ij)
L0,ij
.
Here, lij = ||xi − xj|| is the current length between nodes i and j, and L0,ij
is the initial length between the two nodes. The scalar elastic force at the two
ends of element ij is given by σe = ∂Uij/∂ε
e
ij = kε
e
ij, while the elastic vectorial
contribution to the bar residual denoted respectively by tiij and t
j
ij are obtained
as,
tiij =
k
lij
εeij(xi − xj) (2.2)
tjij =
k
lij
εeij(xj − xi). (2.3)
The global equilibrium of the system is computed by assembling at each node
all the confluent forces, that is solving the following set of equations:
ti :=
∑
ik∈Ii
tiik = 0, i = 1, . . . , N , (2.4)
where Ii ⊂ E denotes the subset of elements connected to node i. We will resort
to a Newton-Raphson scheme for finding the solution of the N equations in (2.4).
2.4 Cell-cell connectivity
2.4.1 Connectivity definition
We resort to Delaunay triangulation (D) [Barber et al., 1996] of the set of nodes
Xn+1 obtained from the mechanical equilibrium described in the previous sec-
tion. This triangulation connects the nodes in such a way that the circumcircle
of any triangle does not contain any other node in it, providing triangles with
optimal aspect ratio [Barber et al., 1996, Okabe et al., 1992]. Figure 2.2 illus-
trates a schematic view of this triangulation for a set of four nodes (cell centres).
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Figure 2.2: Filtering process of Delaunay triangulation: (a) Configuration at time
tn. (b) Nodal positions at time tn+1, in equilibrium while holding the Delaunay
triangulation at tn. (c) Delaunay triangulation updated for the new positions,
with unrealistic connectivities on concave edges. (d) Unrealistic connectivities
being filtered.
One of the properties of the Delaunay’s algorithm is that the union of all the
simplexes of the triangulations yields the convex hull of the points. Therefore, a
basic Delaunay triangulation T˜
n+1
= D(Xn+1) of the cell centres may invariably
lead to distant boundary cells being unrealistically connected, i.e. covering non-
convex boundaries (see Figure 2.2c). In order to overcome this problem, those
elements with very high aspect ratio are eliminated by defining a filtering process
described in the following section.
2.4.2 Filtering of Delaunay triangulation at domain bound-
aries
The ratio of in-radius, r, to circumradius, R, of each triangle in 2D problem (see
Figure 2.3) has been considered as an appropriate criterion to filter undesirable
simplexes. Other criteria such as weighted α-shape [Edelsbrunner et al., 1983]
could be adopted. We implemented the criteria described here due to its sim-
plicity.
In 2D Euclidean geometry, in-radius, r, of a triangle is the radius of the circle
tangential to the sides of the triangle. Given a, b and c the lengths of the sides,
the in-radius may be expressed as [Weisstein, 2016a],
r =
1
2
√
(b+ c− a)(c+ a− b)(a+ b− c)
a+ b+ c
. (2.5)
The circumradius R of a triangle is the minimum radius of the circle in which
the triangle can be inscribed. Given the above lengths of the sides of the triangle,
the circumradius R reads [Weisstein, 2016b],
R =
abc√
(a+ b+ c)(b+ c− a)(c+ a− b)(a+ b− c) . (2.6)
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r
R
ab
c
Figure 2.3: A schematic view of the in-circle and circumcircle with their radii r
and R, respectively.
The ratio in-radius/circumradius, is a criterion of a triangle aspect ratio or
flatness, i.e. the lower the ratio, the flatter the triangle,
r
R
=
1
2
(b+ c− a)(c+ a− b)(a+ b− c)
abc
√
a+ b+ c
. (2.7)
In our case, we have used a tolerance tolR = 0.2 and imposed that wherever
r
R
< tolR, the triangle is removed (see Figure 2.2d).
2.5 Cell boundary
In most circumstances, we will represent the cell boundaries by employing a
Voronoi tessellation. Due to some disadvantages that will be commented later,
we will also use a tessellation using the barycentre of the triangle elements. We
will explain both types of tessellations later.
2.5.1 Voronoi tessellation
To represent the cells boundaries, we resort in most of the cases to standard
Voronoi tessellation algorithm of the set of nodes Xn+1: each Voronoi face is
perpendicular to the connecting line of the Delaunay triangulation, and splits in
half this line [Barber et al., 1996].
However, when it comes to constructing the boundaries associated with the
cells at the boundary of the cell aggregate, Voronoi faces (edges in 2D) form
unbounded regions closing at infinity. In order to obtain a bounded cell region
for each node, a set of off-set nodes were added to the original set of nodes at
the boundary of the filtered Delaunay triangulation. Each edge at the boundary
was duplicated by adding nodes at a constant off-set distance.
The steps followed to form the Voronoi tessellation are:
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(a)
(c) (d) (e)
Voronoi
(b)
Off    set
Voronoi
Eliminating 
     off  set  
     nodes
Figure 2.4: Voronoi tessellation: (a) Delaunay triangulation of original set of
nodes, (b) open Voronoi tessellation, (c) setting up off-set nodes, (d) Voronoi
vertices set on original nodes and off-set nodes and (e) closed Voronoi boundaries
for surface nodes after eliminating off-set nodes followed by removal of Voronoi
vertices at infinity.
1. Form layer of off-set nodes xµoff−set. The external normal n
µ to each bound-
ary µ is computed, and the new set of nodes xµoff−set is built according to,
xµoff−set = x
µ + nµ. (2.8)
The new set of nodes is denoted by Tˇ
n+1
, which includes Xn+1 and the
nodes of the off-set layer xµoff−set (see Figure 2.4c). In our numerical results
we have used the value  = 1, which gives a reasonable cell shape for the
cells at the boundaries in our examples, where the cells have an averaged
siza of a unit. We note that, in general, the choice of this parameter should
be made dependent on the actual size of the cell, and other values such as
one half of the cell-to-cell distance. In our current implementation, where
the Voronoi vertices are not included in the mechanical equilibrium, the
value of  does not affect the deformed configurations, but just the aspect
of the cell region.
2. Build a new Delaunay triangulation from Xˇ
n+1
, i.e. Tˇ
n+1
= D(Xˇ
n+1
) (see
Figure 2.4c).
3. Build Voronoi tessellation of Tˇ
n+1
, that is Vˇ
n+1
= V oronoi(Tˇ
n+1
) (see
Figure 2.4d).
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4. Remove Voronoi vertices connected to vertex at infinity (see Figure 2.4e)
and remove nodes of the off-set layer.
In summary, the Voronoi tessellation was constructed taking into account the
original and the additional off-set nodes, ensuring the formation of bounded re-
gions for the original nodes of the monolayer. Figure 2.4a illustrates a schematic
view of a set of three nodes primarily connected by a Delaunay triangulation.
Figure 2.4b shows the unbounded regions created by directly applying a Voronoi
tessellation. Figure 2.4c indicates the off-set nodes with smaller circles, while
Figure 2.4d shows the Voronoi regions formed by this extended set of nodes,
which after removing the unbounded regions and the off-set nodes results in the
final Voronoi regions of the cells for the original set of nodes (Figure 2.4e). The
off-set nodes are finally removed. In this thesis the construction of the Voronoi
tessellation is used only for the visualisation purposes.
We note that we could have alternatively applied the Voronoi tesselation on
the internal nodes, which would guarantee no unbounded Voronoi regions. This
alternative procedure would avoid creating the off-set nodes, but with a subset
of cells being created, leaving the external nodes without associated tessellation.
2.5.2 Barycentric tessellation
Algorithm for the Voronoi tessellation are well developed and available. How-
ever, after stretching the tissue, the cell-cell connectivity T n does not necessarily
obey the rules of the Delaunay triangulation for the deformed positions xn+1.
Therefore, the Voronoi tessellation may lead to unrealistic boundaries with some
crossovers (see Figure 2.5). Due to this reason, we have resorted to an alternative
definition for cell boundaries described in this section.
Figure 2.5: Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi tessellation, with crossovers in-
dicated with dashed lines.
Barycentric coordinates of a triangle is a method of defining a location inside
a triangle as a combination of the weight of the three vertices. We will apply the
same filtering procedure described for the Voronoi tessellation, but obtaining the
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vertices positions through the following interpolation:
V (ξ) =
∑
i∈Triangle
Ni(ξ)xi, ξ = (
1
3
,
1
3
), (2.9)
where Ni(ξ) are the standard Finite Element shape functions. This alternative
generation of the cell boundaries will be used in Chapter 5, when analysing the
stress relaxation of suspended monolayers. Although we do not aim here to
assign mechanical properties to the bars of the boundaries, we do aim to have
a realistic representation for future mechanical analyses where both networks
carry mechanical properties. Figure 2.6 shows the cell boundaries (thick lines)
obtained from Voronoi and barycentric tessellations for a 5 by 5 Cartesian mesh.
The barycentric tessellation method is more robust than the Voronoi tessellation
method and the cells shape obtained by this method is more realistic (see Figure
2.6b), since regular rectangular cell shapes are avoided in the former..
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Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of a 5 by 5 Cartesian mesh using (a) Voronoi
tessellation (thick lines) and (b) barycentric tessellation (thick lines).
2.6 Application to real tissues
Here we apply the methods described in the previous sections to an image of real
cells obtained by the group of Guillaume Charras at University College London
(UCL).
Figure 2.7a shows an image of Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells.
MDCK cells image were obtained using a confocal microscope (Olympus IX-81
with an FV-1000 confocal head). Packing Analyzer [Aigouy et al., 2010] was
used to segment the image (Figure 2.7b). Matlab (Mathworks, 2012) was used
to binarise the images and find the positions of cell boundaries and centroids
(Figure 2.7b). The Voronoi tessellation (thick lines in Figure 2.7b) of the cell
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centres (dots) showing a good agreement with the experimental image (white
line).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: (a) MDCK cells phase contrast image. (b) Tracking the boundaries
and cell centres using the Packing Analyzer (white lines and dots). Thicker lines
are the Voronoi tessellation of the cell centres (dots).
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Figure 2.8: (a) The cell-cell connectivities and the cell boundaries obtained from
the real cell image. (b) Filtering the undesirable simplexes in Delaunay triangu-
lation and adding the off-set nodes.
The cell-cell connectivity (thin lines) and the cell boundaries (thick lines) ob-
tained from the experimental image are shown in Figure 2.8a. As we discussed
in Section 2.4, Delaunay triangulation of a set of points results in a triangulation
of the convex hull of the points with distant boundary cells being unrealistically
connected. Therefore, after applying the filtering condition, the unrealistic ele-
ments on the boundary were removed (thin lines in Figure 2.8b).
The thick lines in Figure 2.8a show the bounded Voronoi regions for the
internal nodes, and the unbounded regions for the external nodes. According to
the method presented in Section 2.5, first a set of off-set nodes were added to
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the original set of nodes at the boundary (see the stars in Figure 2.8b) and then
a Voronoi tessellation was applied over the original and off-set nodes (see Figure
2.9a, thick lines). Finally, the geometry of all the cell boundaries is obtained by
removing the off-set nodes as shown in Figure 2.9b.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Applying a Voronoi tessellation on the original set of nodes and
the off-sett nodes. (b) Final geometry after removing the off-set cells and nodes.
Figure 2.10a shows the experimental image (white lines and dots) with a
superimposed barycentric tessellation (thick lines). After using the same con-
struction of the off-set nodes, and applying the barycentric tessellation, the final
cell geometry shown in Figure 2.10b is obtained.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Tracking the boundaries and cell centres using the Packing
Analyzer (white lines and dots). Thicker lines are the barycentric tessellation
of the cell centres (dots). (b) Final geometry using barycentric tessellation.
Thick lines and thin lines represent the cell boundaries and cell-cell connectivity,
respectively.
While the two methodologies give a similar outlook of the cell distribution,
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the junctions of the barycentric tessellation do not joint four cells, as experimen-
tal images also reflect, while this energetically costly distribution is frequently
present in Voronoi tessellations. In addition, barycentric distribution ensures
that no crossovers are generated.
Chapter 3
Rheological models for active
cellular tissues
3.1 Introduction
We here describe some classical and new rheological models for viscoelastic tis-
sues. Since we aim to apply those models to truss systems, we restrict the
explanation to one-dimensional rheology and apply this to bar elements that
form the truss system representing the tissue.
We present first in Section 3.2 a classical Maxwell element, using a well-
known monolithic formulation that we recast, and also a novel formulation based
on null-space projection and static condensation. Section 3.3 introduces an ac-
tive model, that mimics the viscoelastic response, but interpreted as a change of
resting length. Special attention is paid for the cases when remodelling occurs
due to changes in the network topology. Section 3.5 presents some representa-
tive numerical results where the non-linear elastic response is used to simulate
the fluidisation process, and also gives some analytical comparison between the
Maxwell and active model.
3.2 Maxwell rheological model
3.2.1 Monolithic solution
The main assumption of the linear Maxwell model is that the viscous and elastic
stresses are equal, i.e. σe = σv = σ and are given by
σe = kεe , σv = ηε˙v, (3.1)
with k and η the material stiffness and viscosity, respectively. On the other hand,
the strains must satisfy the following kinematic constraint:
ε˙ = ε˙e + ε˙v, (3.2)
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with ε the total strain. By combining equations (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain the
following linear evolution law,
σ˙ = k
(
ε˙− σ
η
)
,
which after using the time-discretisation σ(tn) ≈ σn+θ = (1− θ)σn + (θ)σn+1 and
σ˙ ≈ ∆σ
∆t
with ∆(•) = (•)n+1− (•)n, allows us to express current stresses σn+1 as,
σn+1 =
(
1 +
kθ∆t
η
)−1(
k∆ε+
(
1 +
k∆t(θ − 1)
η
)
σn
)
. (3.3)
The extension of the outlined procedure to multidimensional finite-strain vis-
coelasticity is usually achieved by replicating the linear evolution law in equa-
tion (3.3) with stress-like internal variables [Lubliner, 2008, Valanis, 1972], or
for the analysis on a continuous spectrum and using quasi-linear viscoelastic-
ity [Fung, 1993], numerically approximating the convolution integral [Puso and
Weiss, 1998]. However, in some situations, the linear evolution law in equation
(3.3) may not be sufficient to simulate the viscoelastic response of living tis-
sues. These kind of non-linearities in the viscous contribution have motivated
the methodology presented in this thesis.
3.2.2 Maxwell model as a two element formulation
A two noded bar element is deduced here with viscoelastic properties which in
the linear case (no large rotations) is equivalent to the monolithic rheological
model described in the previous section. The advantage of such an element is
that it can handle any elastic and viscous constitutive laws, and can be employed
in analyses with large deformations and displacements.
The configuration of a bar element is defined by the positions of the two end
points. At the initial (stress-free) and current configurations, they are respec-
tively given by the pairs (X1,X2) and (x1,x2).
Kinematics
The key idea in this formulation consists in splitting the elastic and viscous
components of a viscoelastic bar in a series of two distinct elements, in the same
manner as it is done in equation (3.2). More specifically, the whole viscoelastic
element, that joints nodes x1 and x2, has an additional intermediate node x3 that
determines the elastic component (between nodes x1 and x3), and the viscous
component (between nodes x3 and x2) (see Figure 3.1a). The elastic and viscous
elements are allowed to have any general constitutive law, which is so far left
unspecified.
As shown in Figure 3.1b, node x3 is constrained to move along the line join-
ing nodes 1 and 2, and its position is thus determined by an internal variable λ
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Figure 3.1: Representation of construction process of Maxwell element: (a) initial
2 elements, (b) constrained 2 elements where node 3 is enforced to move along
line between nodes 1 and 2, and (c) final element after static condensation of
internal degree of freedom (dof) λ.
as follows:
x3 = x1 + λ(x2 − x1). (3.4)
The total initial (stress-free) and total current lengths of the bar are obtained
as L0 = ‖X2−X1‖ and l = ‖x2−x1‖, respectively, while the elastic and viscous
lengths of the bar will be denoted by le = ‖x1 − x3‖ and lv = ‖x2 − x3‖. In
agreement with the rheological splitting, the scalar elastic and viscous strains
are defined by,
εe =
le − Le0
L0
, εv =
lv − Lv0
L0
. (3.5)
As it can be verified, these definition satisfy the relation ε = εe + εv, with
ε = (l − L0)/L0. It should be noted that these strain measures are evaluated
along the arbitrary bar direction, and also that the relation between the length
measures le and lv, and the nodal positions xi is non-linear. Therefore, the strain
measures correspond to non-linear co-rotated strains which can handle large bar
displacements and rotations.
Null-space projection
We will assume that the global equilibrium of the elastic and viscous part of a
viscoelastic bar may constructed by assembling the following two general nodal
residuals corresponding to the elastic and viscous contribution, denoted by gˆe
and gˆv, respectively:
gˆe =
{
gˆe1
gˆe3
}
, gˆv =
{
gˆv3
gˆv2
}
, (3.6)
where the subscripts denote the node to which each component is associated.
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After assembling, the following global residual gˆ and corresponding Jacobian Kˆ
are obtained,
gˆ =

ge1
ge3 + g
v
3
gv2
 =

gˆ1
gˆ3
gˆ2
 (3.7)
Kˆ =
 Ke11 Ke13 0Ke31 Ke33 + Kv33 Kv32
0 Kv23 K
v
22
 =
 Kˆ11 Kˆ13 Kˆ12Kˆ31 Kˆ33 Kˆ32
Kˆ32 Kˆ23 Kˆ22
 , (3.8)
which are conjugate to the virtual displacement vector {δxT1 , δxT3 , δxT2 }. The
total virtual work (elastic and dissipated in the viscous element) is then expressed
as:
δW = {δxT1 δxT3 δxT2 }gˆ. (3.9)
On the other hand, the kinematic constraint in equation (3.4) induces the
following relation between the virtual counterparts:
δx3 = (1− λ)δx1 + (x2 − x1)δλ+ λδx2. (3.10)
This equation allows us to write the following relation between the uncon-
strained dof δ{xT1 λ xT2 } and the constrained dof δ{xT1 xT3 xT2 }:
δ

x1
x3
x2
 =
 I 0 0(1− λ)I x2 − x1 λI
0 0 I
 δ

x1
λ
x2
 = Nδ

x1
λ
x2
 .
The total virtual work in (3.9) may be now re-expressed as,
δW = {δxT1 δλ δxT2 }NT gˆ = {δxT1 δλ δxT2 } g˜,
where matrix NT projects the residual gˆ onto the new residual g˜ := NT gˆ which
is conjugate to a reduced set of (unconstrained) variables, (δx1, δλ, δx2). In
fact, the first and third block columns of matrix N belong to the null-space of
∇φ, with
φ := x3 − x1 − λ(x2 − x1) = 0.
the kinematic constraint in (3.4). In other words, we have that,
NT (∇φ)T =

0
x2 − x1
0
 ,
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which allows us to solve the constrained system of equations gˆ = 0 as the fol-
lowing unconstrained system which contains a reduced set of variables:
g˜ := NT gˆ = 0.
The second block of equations in NT gˆ, conjugate to δλ, corresponds to solv-
ing the equation (x2 − x1)T (ge3 + gv3) = 0, which imposes equilibrium of forces
along the direction x1 − x2. Other applications of the null-space method to
solve constrained systems of equations in the context of contact and multibody
dynamics can be found in [Mun˜oz and Jelenic´, 2004, Betsch, 2005].
The Jacobian of the reduced residual g˜ is equal to:
K˜ = NT KˆN + KN , (3.11)
where KN stems from the linearisation of matrix N and is equal to:
KN =
 0 −gˆ3 0−gˆT3 0 gˆT3
0 gˆ3 0
 ,
and Kˆ is the matrix defined in (3.8). We note that we could alternatively define
a constraint function solely dependent on x1, x2 and x3 such as,
φˆ :=
(
I− (x3 − x1)⊗ (x2 − x1)‖x3 − x1‖ ‖x2 − x1‖
)
(x3 − x1),
and construct an alternative matrix Nˆ such that NˆT (∇φˆ)T = 0. In this manner,
we would eliminate the equation conjugate to δλ and avoid using an additional
variable λ. We have instead kept this variable and used the reduction of the
two bar system described above to ease the expression of N and better deduce
from λ the elastic and viscous parts of the displacements. Furthermore, since the
variable λ is internal to each viscoelastic element, it can be statically condensed
[Mun˜oz et al., 2013], as it will be described next.
Static condensation of variable λ
Since the variable λ is internal to each viscoelastic element, it can be statically
condensed. By using the following notation:
g˜ =

g˜1
g˜λ
g˜2

K˜ =
 K˜11 K˜1λ K˜12K˜λ1 K˜λλ K˜λ2
K˜21 K˜2λ K˜22
 ,
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the static condensation may be achieved by eliminating from the second block
of rows of equation
K˜D

x1
λ
x2
 = −g˜, (3.12)
the variable Dλ as follows:
Dλ = K˜−1λλ
(
−g˜λ − K˜λ1Dx1 − K˜λ2Dx2
)
. (3.13)
Replacing this expression back into (3.12) yields the following reduced system
of equations:
K D
{
x1
x2
}
= −g,
where the vector g and Jacobian K are given by:
g =
{
g˜1 − K˜−1λλ K˜1λg˜λ
g˜2 − K˜−1λλ K˜2λg˜λ
}
(3.14)
K =
[
K˜11 − K˜−1λλ K˜1λK˜λ1 K˜12 − K˜−1λλ K˜1λK˜λ2
K˜21 − K˜−1λλ K˜2λK˜λ1 K˜22 − K˜−1λλ K˜2λK˜λ2
]
. (3.15)
Note that from equation (3.13) we can update λ from the iterative values
Dx1 and Dx2 as λ
k+1 = λk + Dλ. In summary, we have proposed viscoelastic
constitutive laws that aim to model the observed mechanical response of living
tissue, associated with both the active and passive interaction of all the struc-
tural elements in the cytoskeleton (actin fibers, myosin, cross-links, intermediate
and apical filaments, microtubules, etc). We have determined such non-linear
constitutive laws for our bar element by modifying their linear counterpart re-
spectively. The equation governing the Maxwell bar element for living tissues is
finally obtained by combining the viscous and elastic non-linear components as
detailed above.
3.2.3 Constitutive laws for Maxwell element
Elastic element with linear law
The total elastic energy of a bar of total initial length L is determined in this
case by the following quadratic potential energy,
U =
L0
2
k(εe)2, (3.16)
with εe the elastic strain defined in equation (3.5). It is to note that since
L0 = ‖X1 −X2‖ 6= Le0 = ‖X1 −X3‖, the elastic strain εe differs from the total
strain, and also from the standard strain of the reduced element between node
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x1 and x3, which is given by ε
∗ = (le − Le0)/Le0. However, the relation between
the latter and εe may be deduced as
εe =
le,n+1 − Le0
L0
= λ0
le,n+1 − Le0
Le0
= λ0ε
∗,
where λ0 = L
e
0/L0 is the value of parameter λ at the initial time t
0. The value
of λ0 does not affect the resulting elastic and viscous strains and stresses, as we
have numerically verified. In our numerical tests we use λ0 = 0.5. For clarity, in
the remaining expressions, we will remove the superscript n+ 1.
The elastic stress is given by σe = ∂U/∂εe = kεe, while the elastic contribu-
tion to the bar residual is explicitly given by,
ge = kεee13, (3.17)
where we have defined the vector eij as
eij =
1
‖xi − xj‖
{
xi − xj
xj − xi
}
.
Elastic element with exponential law
Experiments on soft tissues have shown that the stiffness follows a exponential
law with respect to the strains [Trepat et al., 2007]. In order to account for the
phenomenology of this biological scenario we have adopted an elastic potential
of the type:
U =
k0
2α
(
1− e−α(εe)2
)
, (3.18)
with α > 0 a parameter that depends on the material properties. The corre-
sponding elastic stress is in this case given by,
σel =
∂U
∂εe
= k0ε
ee−α(ε
e)2 , (3.19)
so that the elastic stress does not monotonically increase, but is eventually re-
duced as εe increases. At a given strain, the non-linear effective stiffness of the
material can be computed as k = k0e
−αε2(1−2αε2) which decreases as the elastic
strain increases. The contribution to the residual of an elastic bar with nodal
ends in x1 and x3 is therefore,
ge = k0ε
ee−α(ε
e)2e13.
When comparing the quadratic and exponential elastic potentials in (3.16)
and (3.18), it can be deduced that while in the former case the stored elastic
energy is unbounded, in the latter case function U is bounded. Figure 3.2a
shows the two kind of functions U , and in the exponential case, for two values
of α, which shows that the larger is α, the lower is the maximum stored elastic
energy. Figure 3.2b shows the corresponding stresses derived from the potential
functions. As it can be observed, the limitation on the maximum value of U also
implies that the elastic stress does not monotonically increase, but is eventually
reduced as εe increases.
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energy is unbounded, in the latter case function V is limited. Figure 2.2a shows
the two kind of functions V , and in the exponential case, for two values of
α, which shows that the larger is α, the lower is the maximum stored elastic
energy. Figure 2.2b shows the corresponding stresses derived from the potential
functions. As it can be observed, the limitation on the maximum value of V also
implies that the elastic stress does not monotonically increase, but is eventually
reduced as εe increases.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Elastic potential V : quadratic function and exponential function
with α = 1, 2. (b) Corresponding stresses σe.
It is also worth pointing out that for a system of E bars, each one with
elastic energy V j , j = 1, . . . , E, the minimisation of the elastic equilibrium,
which is equivalent to the minimisation of the total elastic energy
∑
j V
j , is
also equivalent to the maximisation of the sum of the total effective stiffness
kTOT measured as
kTOT =
E∑
j=1
Ljkj =
E∑
j=1
Ljk0e
−α(εej )2 , (2.20)
where εej is the elastic strain and initial stiffness of bar j. This fact can be
verified by noting that 2α∇xV = −∇xkTOT .
The contribution to the residual and the stiffness matrix of an elastic bar
with nodal ends in x1 and x3 is therefore,
ge = k0ε
ee−α(ε
e)2e13,
Ke =
k0
le
e−α(ε
e)2εe
[
I −I
−I I
]
+
k0
L
e−α(ε
e)2
(
Le
le
− 2α(εe)2
)
e13 ⊗ e13.
Viscous element with linear law
The residual stress of the viscous element with viscosity η is equal to σv = ηε˙v,
which acts along the direction x2 − x3, and with εvn+1 = l
v
n+1−Lv
L the viscous
16
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Viscous element with linear law
The residual stress of the viscous element with viscosity η is equal to σv = ηε˙v,
which acts along the direction x2 − x3, and with εv,n+1 = l
v,n+1−Lv0
L0
the viscous
strain. The viscous contribution to the total residual is then given by,
gv = ηε˙ve32. (3.20)
This contribution will be discretized in time by employing the time-step size
∆t = tn+1 − tn and the following time-stepping,
gv,n+θ = η
lv,n+1 − lv,n
L∆t
en+θ32 = λ0η
lv,n+1 − lv,n
Lv∆t
en+θ32 , (3.21)
where
lv,n+θ = ‖xn+θ2 − xn+θ3 ‖
lv,n = ‖xn2 − xn3‖
gv,n+θ = (1− θ)gv,n + θgv,n+1
en+θi = (1− θ)eni + θen+1i ,
with θ ∈ [0, 1] an algorithmic parameter. From equation (3.21), it follows that
the viscous force contribution at time tn+1, to be assembled together with the
elastic part deduced above, reads
gv,n+1 =
θ − 1
θ
gv,n +
η
θL
lv,n+1 − lv,n
∆t
en+θ32 . (3.22)
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Viscous element with exponential law
Similarly to the elastic case, it has been experimentally observed that the ma-
terial viscosity may decrease after an imposed stretching process [Trepat et al.,
2007]. In order to mimic such a behaviour at the micro-scale level, we have sug-
gested the following non-linear viscous law:
gv = η0e
−β(εv)2 ε˙ve32. (3.23)
In this case, the factor η = η0e
−β(εv)2 has the role of strain-dependent effective
viscosity that decreases as the viscous strain increases. The time integration of
the previous equation is resolved resorting again to a θ−averaged time-stepping,
gv,n+θ = η0e
−β(εv,n+θ)2 ∆ε
v
∆t
en+θ32 .
3.3 Active rheological model
3.3.1 Introducing a variable resting length
The actin cytoskeleton is a network of protein-polymers that are responsible for
the mechanical stability of cells and, due to its remodelling and (de)polymerisation
of the actin filaments, may strongly affect cell rheology. Indeed, it has been
shown that inhibition of the actomyosin cytoskeleton increases the tissue viscos-
ity [Azevedo et al., 2011, Ma et al., 2009].
F F
a: Cross linked actin filament network b: A reduced system with two filements and a crosslink
(b1) (b2) (b3)
Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of network of actin filaments connected by flexible
cross-links. (b) Schematic of strain induced changes in the resting length L
of a reduced system with two filaments and a cross-link (white circle). (b1)
Initial configuration with resting length equal to L0. (b2) Configuration under
an applied load. (b3) New unstrained configuration with modified resting length
L > L0.
From the physical perspective, when a set of cross-linked actin filaments in
the cytoskeleton is subjected to a macroscopic strain, it stretches mainly as a
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result of two combined phenomena: (i) a reversible (elastic) deformation and
a (ii) non-reversible remodelling and lengthening, due to the remodelling of the
cross-links and (de)polymerisation process of the filaments. Figure 3.3 illustrates
schematically this two combined effects for a pair of cross-linked polymers under
a stretching process.
Consistent with this observation, we propose the following evolution law for
the resting length Lij
1 between two connected cells i and j,
L˙ij = γε
e
ijLij = γ(lij − Lij), (3.24)
that is, the relative changes of the resting length Lij are proportional to the elas-
tic strain εe =
(lij−Lij),
Lij
, which we point out that is different from the apparent
strain εij =
(lij−L0,ij)
L0,ij
, with L0,ij = l0,ij, the initial length. The parameter γ will
be called the remodelling rate, and represents the ability of the network to adapt
its resting length when subjected to stress. It has been shown that this evolution
law is equivalent to a Maxwell like rheological model [Mun˜oz and Albo, 2013].
This comparison will be also included in Section 3.5 for completness reasons.
The evolution law in (3.24) is combined with a purely linear elastic con-
stitutive law in (2.1). Equation (3.24) is solved by using a θ-weighted scheme
[Isaacson and Keller, 1966]:
Ln+1ij − Lnij = ∆tγ(ln+θij − Ln+θij ), (3.25)
with (•)n+θ = (1 − θ)(•)n + θ(•)n+1. The elemental active length Lij can be
statically condensed, so that only displacement degrees of freedom are globally
solved. We do not describe this static condensation process here, but in Chapter
4 we explain an extension of this process, when it is further combined with
additional elemental variables.
3.3.2 Extension to tissues undergoing remodelling
From endocytosis to crawling motility, a vast array of cellular functions require
the cytoskeleton to organize and remodel the intracellular space and surround-
ing membranes. In the previous section we proposed an evolution law for the
cytoskeleton remodelling (intracellular changes). However, if the cell-cell connec-
tivity changes and need to be recomputed as explained in the previous chapter,
some new elements are created for which no information is available regarding
the active length at the previous time step. We propose in the next paragraphs
a methodology for finding the active length for the newly created elements.
1When describing the active length model, it will become convenient to explicitly write in
the subscript the two nodes, i and j, to which the length variable L refers to.
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Update of active length
The time discretisation of the evolution law in (3.24) requires the evaluation of
the active length at times tn+1 and tn, respectively, denoted by Ln+1ij and L
n
ij.
However, due to the redefinition of the cell-cell connectivity, it may well be that
the element ij exists at time tn+1 but not at time tn. For this reason, we compute
a nodal Active Length Tensor Li, which will allow to compute the active length
along direction nj as,
Lij = nj · Linj. (3.26)
This relation allows for interpreting tensor Li as a strain tensor, where the
quantity nj · Linj corresponds to the stretching along nj . Since the skew part
of Li does not affect the value of Lij in (3.26), and in order to keep the simi-
larity between Li and a deformation tensor, we will assume that Li is symmetric.
It is clear that for a given node i, the existence of an active length tensor Li
satisfying exactly the relationship in (3.26) for all current cell-cell connections
ij may not be possible. Therefore, the tensor Li is computed by minimising the
following quadratic error function:
Ei =
1
2
N∑
j=1
||Linj − Lijnj||2. (3.27)
Due to the symmetry of Li , we will write this tensor in the following forms,
for 2D and 3D analyses,
L¯i2D = {Lxx, Lyy, Lxy}T , L¯i3D = {Lxx, Lyy, Lzz, Lxy, Lxz, Lyz} ,
so that Linj = NjL
i, with Nj a matrix that contains the components of the unit
vector nj. Then, the error Ei reads:
Ei =
1
2
N∑
j=1
||NjL¯i − Lijnj||2,
and its derivative with respect to each one of the components of Li gives rise to
the following system of equations:
AL¯i = b, (3.28)
with,
A =
N∑
j=1
NTj Nj , b =
N∑
j=1
LijNTj nj.
The error measure Ei in (3.27) is a quadratic function that has a unique
minimiser as far as the vectors nj span Rnsd , with nsd the number of space
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of a node in equilibrium under traction and compres-
sion by connecting elements.
dimensions. Appendix A gives a proof of this fact. The symmetry of Li is not
required in the proof of uniqueness, which opens the possibility for considering
a non-symmetric tensor Li . However, in this case, the system of equation in
(3.28) would contain more unknowns, without any qualitative improvement in
the retrieved active lengthening Lij = nj · Linj.
3.4 Stress recovery
Here, we aim to compute a nodal distribution of the stress field of the tissue,
from the tractions at the bar elements.. There are two options to obtain the
stress values:
(i) Using the nodal displacement u: Having obtained the nodal displacement
for each bar element, stress values can be calculated from the derivatives of the
displacement (strains), which in our case would be discontinuous. In this case,
we would require to compute a continuous strain field (u), and retrieve the stress
field from an assumed strain-stress relationship for the solid elements formed by
the triangulation. Therefore, due to the non-linearities of the material which is
modelled with bar elements, it is not easy to deduce a valid strain-stress rela-
tionship.
(ii) Using elemental traction t: We assume that the tractions result from a
nodal stress, i.e t = σn. This relation may not be satisfied for all elements
connected to the node. Hence, we will use the following definition of the error
between the nodal stress σˆ and all elemental tractions ti acting on a node,
E =
n∑
i=1
||N iσˆ − ti||2, (3.29)
where N contains the components of the normal vector and σˆ is nodal stresses
which are supposed to be determined, n is the number of bar element connected
to the node and t is the known traction for each bar element. For a 2D bar
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element, N and σˆ can be expressed as,
N =
[
nx ny 0
0 nx ny
]
σˆ =
 σxxσxy
σyy
 .
The nodal stresses σˆ may be achieved by minimizing the error function in
(3.29),
Aσˆ = b, (3.30)
where,
A =
n∑
i=1
N i
T
N i
b = 2
n∑
i=1
N i
T
ti.
The solution of the equation (3.30) is unique, if the directors ni of the ele-
ments connected to the node span the space Rd, with d the space dimension (See
appendix.B).
3.5 Numerical results
3.5.1 Stress relaxation of single non-linear Maxwell ele-
ment
In the subsequent examples the non-linear equations are solved using a fully
Newton-Raphson method with θ = 0.5, which has ensured numerically stable
results. In all cases, we have used the reference value k0 = 1, and in the one bar
example in Section 3.5.1, we have used the value η0 = 4, which agrees with the
relation η0/k0 = 4 measured experimentally in [Trepat et al., 2007]. We have
fixed the left boundary and prescribed the displacements at the right boundary
according to the function u¯ shown in Figure 3.5a.
We have first analysed the Maxwell element in Figure 3.5a with the values
α = 1, 10, 20, 30 and β = 0. As indicated in equation (3.19), the effective stiff-
ness k = k0e
−α(εe)2 (1− 2α(εe)2) decreases as εe increases, and this reduction is
more pronounced as the material parameter α increases. For t > 2 the global
bar element remains undeformed while the stress recovers asymptotically to its
original value after approximately one time unit.
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Figure 3.5: 1 bar element with constrained displacements. (a) Geometry, ma-
terial properties and boundary conditions. (b) Value of the effective stiffness
k = k0e
−α(εe)2 (1− 2α(εe)2).
In order to also model the reversible drop in the viscosity, we applied the
non-linear viscous law given in (3.20) with β = 0 (linear viscosity) and β = 100,
while using α = 30 in both cases. Figure 3.6 shows the evolution of the effective
stiffness and viscosity. When β = 100, the viscosity is reduced by more than
50% with respect to the analysis with β = 0. More importantly, the variation of
β has minimal effects on the evolution of the effective stiffness, which allows us
to fit the parameters α and β independently.
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Figure 3.6: 1 bar element with non-linear viscosity. Evolution of (a) the effective
stiffness k = k0e
−α(εe)2 (1− 2α(εe)2) and (b) the effective viscosity η = η0e−β(εv)2 .
We have also attempted to reproduce the evolution of the phase angle δ =
tan−1(k/η) for the Maxwell element, and for different values of the maximum dis-
placement. Figure 3.7a shows the measured evolution , while Figure 3.7b shows
the evolution after applying the strain during the first 2 units of time (no exper-
imental data is available for the evolution of δ while the material is stretched).
We have used the parameters α = 10 and β = 400, with the same values of k and
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η0 previously employed. It can be observed that the numerical and experimental
curves exhibit similar trends, although in our numerical experiments the recov-
ery time is much shorter. Furthermore, the evolution of the material stiffness,
which during the experiment was undergoing a softening process, is not properly
captured with the present model. A more complete model that captures both,
δ decrease and softening, that is, a fluidisation process, is developed in the next
chapter.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental evolution of the phase angle (radian) after applying the
stretch cycle, and numerical results when using one element for different values
of maximum displacement.
3.5.2 Stress relaxation of 3D tissues
By embedding of the Maxwell bar element in 3D networks, the simulation of
non-linear response of 3D domains of tissues under large strains and rotations
is facilitated. In this section, nodes will not be considered as cells, but rather
as a suitable discretisation of the monolayer, here described by tow layers of
nodes, and linked through the truss system. Cellular tissues modelled as net-
works of bars may be thought of as a simplified version of generalised continua
[Altenbach et al., 2011], where bending stiffness is disregarded and no rotational
degree of freedom is accounted for. However, use of a truss system shows essen-
tial differences compared to the use of a continuum. In isotropic linear elasticity,
for instance, continua are characterised by two material parameters whereas only
one is necessary to fully assign constitutive behaviour of any truss system. More-
over, the Poisson effect in truss systems strongly depends on the topology of the
network (e.g. [Hahn et al., 2010]), in the same way as the mechanical response
depends on its interconnectivity and topology. Thus truss systems are particu-
larly appealing for analysing polymer-like networks (e.g. [Kim et al., 2009, Cyron
and Wall, 2010]), especially if one takes into account the ease and efficiency with
which general non-linear laws of both elasticity and viscosity may be combined
in the Maxwell bar element detailed in this chapter.
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With these ideas in mind we built a 3D system of non-linear Maxwell elements
that aims to emulate the global cytoskeletal actino-myosin network spreading
across epithelial tissues through cell-cell junctions. The exponential law in (3.23)
with elemental parameter α = 100 has been adopted for each single bar element
in the network (see Section 3.5.1). The epithelial cell patch is assumed to have
generic dimensions 1.0 × 1.0 × 0.0625 and formed by E = 2473 bars (Figure
3.8a). We have run two analyses, one with prescribed displacements u¯x = u¯ and
another with u¯x = u¯/2.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Deformed configuration at t = 1, with values of k = k0e
−α(εe)2 (b),
where dark red indicates k = 1 and dark blue indicates k ≈ 0.5. (b) Evolution
of total effective stiffness kTOT .
Due to the stretching, the epithelium undergoes a softening effect in the x di-
rection. Figure 3.8a shows the contour plot of the values of the effective stiffness
k = k0e
−α(εe)2 (1− 2α(εe)2). As expected, those bars aligned to the x direction
have their effective stiffness further reduced than those aligned to the y or z
direction.
Figure 3.8b shows for the two values of the prescribed displacements, the
evolution of the averaged total effective stiffness kTOT , computed for NE elements
as k¯TOT =
(∑NE
i=1 k
i
)
/NE, with k
i the effective stiffness of bar i. Although the
boundary conditions are similar to those in the previous example, the reduction in
k¯TOT is far smaller in the present case. This is due to the fact that the effective
stiffness is averaged among all bars, regardless of their orientation, while the
applied strain is highly anisotropic. In fact, during the stretching process, some
bars have their effective stiffness reduced by 49%, while the stiffness of other
bars, mostly perpendicular to the stretch, remains nearly unaffected.
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3.5.3 Analytical comparison between Maxwell and Active
rheological models
Here, we compare the response of the Active and Maxwell models to a sudden
stretch (stress relaxation) and a constant load (creep). In these two cases, a single
one-dimensional element with initial length L0 and prescribed displacement at
the right end was used.
Creep experiments
In the creep experiment, the element is submitted to a constant load σ0 . In
the Active model, by combining the evolution law in equation (3.24) with the
equilibrium equation of a purely elastic element yields the following differential
equation:
L˙
L
=
σ0
k
γ. (3.31)
After integrating this equation with the initial condition L(t = 0) = L0, we
obtain the following expressions of the apparent strain, and resting and total
lengths for Active model:
ε(t) = (
σ0
k
+ 1)e
σ0γt
k − 1
L(t) = L0e
σ0γt
k
l(t) = L0(
σ0
k
+ 1)e
σ0γt
k .
(3.32)
Instead, in a linear Maxwell element, the governing equation reads,
ε˙ =
σ˙
k
+
σ
η
. (3.33)
Then, the apparent strain and total length are given as follows,
ε(t) =
σ0
k
(1 +
k
η
t)
l(t) = L0(1 +
σ0
k
(1 + t
k
η
)).
(3.34)
As can be observed in Figure 3.9a, the growth of both models is monotonically
increasing to an unbounded value when subjected to a constant load. Regarding
the corresponding equations of both models, a linear and an exponential growth
is obtained for the Maxwell and Active models, respectively. While the elastic
strain is the same and equal to σ0/k for the Active and Maxwell element, the
inspection of equations (3.34) and (3.32) reveals that close to the initial config-
uration t → 0 and for small elastic strains σ0/k → 0, the apparent length are
equal in the two elements if γ is replaced by k/η, as the plot of the evolution of
l in Figure 3.9a confirms.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the Maxwell and Active model. (a) Evolution
of the apparent length l on a creep test. (b) Evolution of the stress σ on a stress
relaxation test.
Stress relaxation
In the stress relaxation experiment, the elements are stretched first by applying
an increasing linear displacement during a short period of time and then with a
constant displacement.
For the Active model, the following law for the total length was imposed,
l(t) = L0 + ct. (3.35)
Integrating equation (3.24) yields the following resting length L, elastic strain
εe and stress σ,
L(t) = L0 + ct− c
γ
(1− e−γt)
ε(t) =
l(t)− L(t)
L(t)
=
1− e−γt
γ
c
L0 + γt− (1− e−γt)
σ(t) = k
1− e−γt
γ
c
L0 + γt− (1− e−γt) .
(3.36)
The evolution of L(t) after applying constant stretch is then given by the
solution of (3.24) with l(t) = L1, which yields,
L(t) = L1 − (L1 − L0)e−γt
σ(t) = k
(L1 − L0)e−γt
L1 − (L1 − L0)e−γt .
(3.37)
The comparison of the last expression with the stress evolution after applying
the same experiment to a Maxwell element
σ(t) = ε0ke
− k
η
t, (3.38)
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G′ G′′ tan δ
Kelvin-Voigt k ηω η
k
ω
Maxwell kη
2ω2
k2+η2ω2
k2ηω
k2+η2ω2
k
η
ω−1
Table 3.1: Values of storage modulus G′, loss modulus G′′ and tangent of phase
angle for Kelvin-Voigt and Maxwell rheological models.
reveals that although the values of σ(t) for t = 0 and t → ∞ are the same in
both cases, their evolutions are slightly different. However, for the particular
case of small strains ε << 1, the stress relaxation curves approach each other.
The plot of the stress evolution in Figure 3.9b shows the similarity of the two
cases for ε0 = 1.0.
3.5.4 Oscillatory displacements and stresses
In order to mimic standard rheology analysis of tissues with oscillatory boundary
conditions at variable frequencies, we will analyse the behaviour of the active
element for such conditions. When the element is subjected to the displacement
boundary condition l(t) = L0(1 + ε0 sin(ωt)), the current active lengthening L(t)
is given by the solution of the differential equation in (3.24):
L(t) = L0 +
L0ε0
γ2 + ω2
(
γωe−γt + γ2 sin(ωt)− γω cos(ωt))
It follows that the elastic strain is equal to,
εe(t) =
ε0
γ2+ω2
(γωe−γt + γ2 sin(ωt)− γω cos(ωt))
1 + ε0
γ2+ω2
(γωe−γt + γ2 sin(ωt)− γω cos(ωt))
By assuming small strains, and a linear elastic relationship σ = kεe, the
steady state response of the stresses at t→∞ has the following expression:
σ(t)
t→∞
= kε0
ω2 sin(ωt) + γω cos(ωt)
γ2 + ω2 + ε0γ2 sin(ωt)− ε0γω cos(ωt) ,
Due to the small strains assumption, (|εe| << 1), we can then compute the
dynamic moduli and phase angle δ as,
G′ =
kω2
ω2 + γ2
G′′ =
kγω
ω2 + γ2
δ = arctan(γω−1)
(3.39)
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It can be verified that if we apply the oscillatory stress σ(t) = σ0 sin(ωt)
instead of an oscillatory strain, the equilibrium condition kε(t)e = σ(t), together
with the evolution law in (3.24) with L(t = 0) = L0, we obtain the same expres-
sions of the dynamic moduli and the phase angle for |σ0/k| << 1. By comparing
the expressions in (3.39) with the relations in Table 3.1, we have that again, the
active element behaves like the Maxwell element but replacing γ by k/η = τ−1.
Chapter 4
Porous-based rheological model
for tissue fluidisation
4.1 Introduction
Cells are complex structures consisting of a wide number of binding proteins and
other solid and fluid constituents. Due to a reduction of the phase angle upon
stretching, it is considered that cells undergo fluidisation. We here extend the
rheological model with an evolving active length for mimicking such softening
and fluidisation process, which is also able to simulate the eventual recovery upon
removal of the applied stretch.
Material fluidisation has been associated to apoptotic events and cell division
[Ranft et al., 2008]. We instead restrict our attention to tissues with a constant
number of cells and no connectivity changes, as it has been observed in in vitro
experiments [Trepat et al., 2007, Krishnan et al., 2009]. Other experiments have
revealed the reversibility of the softening and stiffening during a stretch cycle,
and explained this behaviour through the presence of motor proteins [Chaudhuri
et al., 2007] or the geometrical orientation of the fibers [Kollmannsberger and
Fabry, 2009]. We focus instead on the delayed recovery of the material prop-
erties after the stretch cycle. This response has been already explained in the
context of soft glassy framework using a Glassy Wormlike Chain model (GWLC)
[Gardel et al., 2004], which has been extended for modelling material softening
[Wolff et al., 2012]. These authors propose a model based on a non-linear form of
the GWLC model based on crosslinked biopolymer networks, where bond frac-
tion kinetics is accounted for.
Since we aim to implement the softening behaviour on arbitrary multicellular
systems, and include the resulting rheological law on general cell topologies, we
present here an alternative model based on an extension of a Maxwell-like law
presented in the previous chapter, which uses an adaptive resting length [Mun˜oz
and Albo, 2013]. We complement the model with a suitable evolution of an ad-
ditional variable that represents the polymer density. This porous-like variable
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mediates the mechanical response of the cell and controls the effective stress that
cells can exert, in a similar manner to the damage variable in damage mechan-
ics. The modulation of softening with damage-like variables has already been
formulated in [Pen˜a, 2011a,b]. Our model bridges the delayed softening with cell
porosity.
The relevance of porosity in living tissues has already been considered in early
models of cardiac muscle [Yang and Taber, 1991]. More recently, it has been ap-
plied in [Wang and Hong, 2012] for polymeric materials, or when assuming a
biphasic material consisting of a porous elastic solid mesh [Moeendarbary et al.,
2013]. Other continuous models for rubbers took into account the fraction of soft
versus stiff material or molecular chain density [Qi and Boyce, 2004], or the fiber
and matrix contributions through internal variables [Calvo et al., 2011]. These
phase transition or damage based models consider only irreversible softening,
which is not the case in the experiments modelled here.
We will present first in Section 4.2 a summary of the experimental findings,
and then describe the extension of the model in the context of continuum mechan-
ics. In order to reduce the number of tensorial parameters that the continuum
description involves, we will recast the same ideas for one-dimensional elasticity
in Chapter 3, which will allow us to implement the theory in a truss system
where each bar represents a cell-cell interaction. The comparison and fitting of
the model with the experimental results is carried out in Section 4.5, where a
single elements and a whole truss system is considered.
4.2 Experimental set-up
In 2007, a novel experimental system is developed for measuring the viscoelastic
behaviour of a tissues when subject to a short stretch cycle [Trepat et al., 2007].
The adherent human airway smooth muscle (HASM) cells were cultured onto
flexible elastic substrate, which was stretched for 4 second, and returning to a zero
strain, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. After the stretching, small local oscillatory
strains were applied on magnetic beads attached to the tissue during 1000 seconds
with frequency 2piω = 0.75Hz in order to measure the evolution of the storage
and loss modulus, G′ and G′′. The authors reported that the living cell under
stretch promptly fluidises and then slowly re-solidises.
The complex modulus of the cells was computed using optical magnetic twist-
ing cytometry before and after application of the single transient stretch. The
stiffness after stretch relative to stiffness of the same cell immediately before was
denoted G′n.
As shown in Figure 4.2a, when no stretch was applied, this fractional stiffness
did not change, but immediately after cessation of a single transient stretch, G′n
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Figure 4.1: Experimental protocol for rheology
Figure 4.2: (a) Evolution of normalized Gn of HASM cells after a single transient
stretch of 0% (no stretch, open circles), 2.5% (green), 5% (blue) and 10% (red).
(b) Evolution of the phase angle (radian) after stretch application (from [Trepat
et al., 2007]).
promptly decreased and then slowly recovered. The phase angle δ = tan−1(G′′/G′)
promptly increased and then slowly recovered (Fig 4.2b), where for a hookean
solid δ = 0 and for a newtonian fluid δ = pi/2. In the living cell 0.15 < δ < 0.50,
thus placing the living cell closer to the solid-like state. These experiments will
be here referred to as fluidisation process. In order to obtain the mentioned char-
acteristics of the living cells, a rheological model will be present in the following
sections.
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4.3 Continuum model
The explicit modelling of the filaments in the cytoskeleton would render the
resulting model computationally expensive if not prohibitive for analysing mul-
ticellular systems. For this reason, we idealise first in this section the observed
domain Ω ∈ R3 as a continuum, whose shape is the result of an active and an
elastic deformation. Computationally, we express these two contributions by de-
composing the deformation gradient [Mun˜oz et al., 2007], where each material
point X0 ∈ Ω0 moves to a new position x ∈ Ω(t) ∈ R3. The total deformation
gradient F = ∂x
∂X0
is decomposed in an active and an elastic deformation, re-
spectively denoted by F a = ∂x
a
∂X0
and F e = ∂x
∂xa
, and such that F = F eF a. The
vector xa ∈ Ωa denotes the position of the material points prior to any elastic
deformation, with Ωa a relaxed configuration, not necessarily observed or com-
patible with the material impenetrability assumption. We use the configuration
Ωa to represent the remodelling and internal reorganisation of the biologically
active material.
The description of the cell activity is represented in this chapter as a function
of a parameter P that represents the polymer porosity or void content. The
resulting model is based on three basic ingredients:
• Mechanical equilibrium of the observed domain Ω.
• Evolution law for the reference configuration Ωa, as a function of the elastic
deformation F e and polymer porosity P .
• Evolution law for the polymer porosity P .
The second ingredient reflects the ability of cells to adapt to the imposed
deformations, while the third ingredient aims to mimic the evolution of the net-
work without explicitly representing the elements of the cytoskeleton. We will
next detail each one of the three ingredients given above.
4.3.1 Mechanical equilibrium
Similarly to the damage models, we consider a free energy function which is
mediated through a damage-like parameter D,
U(C, D) = (1−D)U e(C). (4.1)
where U e(C) is the strain energy function. The latter is assumed to depend on
the right Cauchy Green tensor C = F eTF e, with F e = ∂x
∂xa
the deformation
gradient tensor. The parameter D depends on a porosity variable P as,
D = c1
P − P0
P0
. (4.2)
with c1 a positive material constant. Variable P represents the porosity or void
content of the cross-linked network of the cytoskeleton, and P0 is a reference
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the multiplicative decomposition of the total deforma-
tion gradient, F , in a growth component, F a, and elastic component, F e, i.e.
F = F eF a.
value. P may be interpreted as the inverse of the polymer density or entangle-
ment of the cytoskeleton. We will assume that both P and P0 are non-negative,
i.e. P, P0 ≥ 0, and also that 0 ≤ P ≤ P0(1 + c1)/c1. Therefore, and unlike
damage models, D may have negative values, and −c1 ≤ D ≤ 1. The case
D ≤ 0 represents stiffening due to increased entanglement or increase in polymer
density.
The equilibrium equations of the continuum Ω are given by Cauchy equation
[Holzapfel, 2000]:
∇ · ((Je) −1F eSF eT ) = 0, ∀x ∈ Ω, (4.3)
where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, and Je = det(F e). The
relation between S and U(C, D) follows from the Clausius-Duhem inequality
[Marsden and Hughes, 1994],
1
2
S : C˙ − U˙ ≥ 0.
The rate of free energy can be attributed the variations of P and C, but for
living materials, also to other energy sources such as production of ATP, which
are here denoted by s. In this case, the inequality above implies that,
S = 2
∂U
∂C
= 2(1−D)∂U
e
∂C
s+
∂U
∂P
P˙ ≤ 0.
Note that from the expression of U in (4.1), (4.2), the previous inequality
reads,
c1
P˙
P0
U e(C) ≥ s.
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Since c1, P0 > 0 and U
e(C) ≥ 0, we have that P˙ ≥ s when the tissue is
deformed (U e > 0). For a dead material (s = 0), P may only increase, but
for a living material, this is not necessarily so, and P˙ can change sign. We will
propose an evolution law for P in Section 4.3.3 that actually allows for positive
and negative rates of porosity.
The variations on the stress response has effects on the strain energy, which
is modulated by this porous-like variable. We assume that the available energy
of the active material (”metabolic” energy) is unbounded [Cox and Smith, 2014],
so that cell activity is energetically unconstrained.
4.3.2 Evolution of active configuration
The actin cytoskeleton is a composite intracellular biopolymer network made of
actin filaments that can actively vary their length and entanglement. Since these
changes may strongly affect cellular rheology, our model includes an evolution
law for the active deformation of the polymers. This deformation may be due to
multiple phenomena such as transient domain unfolding [Fantner et al., 2006],
remodelling of cytoskeletal filaments [Chen et al., 2010], un/rebinding of sticky
contacts [Semmrich et al., 2007], activity of crosslinking molecules [Lieleg et al.,
2009, Xu et al., 2000], forming of actin-myosin cross bridges [Kollmannsberger
and Fabry, 2009], or (de)polymerisation [Azevedo et al., 2011, Ma et al., 2009].
The evolution law in equation (3.24) of Section 3.3 is here rewritten in terms of
active deformation Ea. We will not detail the specific causes behind the changes
in the polymer lengths, which we mechanically identify with a time-varying active
deformation Ea that satisfies the following evolution law:
E˙
a
= γ : Ee, (4.4)
with Ee the Green-Lagrange elastic strain tensor. Tensor γ represents the re-
sistance of the network to adapt its relaxed configuration to the current elastic
strain and will be called the remodelling rate.
The physical picture behind the evolution law in (4.4) is similar to the one
in Figure 3.3 introduced in Section 3.3, where a network of cross-linked actin
filaments (Figure 4.4a) subjected to a macroscopic strain stretches mainly as a
result of two combined phenomena: (i) a reversible (elastic) deformation and a
(ii) non-reversible remodelling and lengthening, due to the (de)polymerisation
process of the filaments.
In addition, filament density has been also identified as an important pa-
rameter in mechanical weakening [Semmrich et al., 2008]. This dependence is
mathematically described with the following simple relationship,
γ = Pγ0, (4.5)
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F F
a: Cross linked actin filamen network b: A reduced system with two filaments and a crosslink
(b1) (b2) (b3)
Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic of network of actin filaments connected by flexible
cross-links. (b) Schematic of strain induced changes in the active deformation
Ja = det(F a) of a reduced system with two filaments and a cross-link (white
circle). (b1) Initial configuration with active deformation Ja0 = 1. (b2) Configu-
ration under an applied load. (b3) New unstrained configuration with modified
active deformation Ja > Ja0 .
where γ0 is considered a constant remodelling rate. Figure 4.5 illustrates this
dependence. As the porosity P increases (or cell density decreases), the cy-
toskeleton adapts more easily its resting configuration, and conversely, as the
porosity decreases, more filaments resist to adapt the resting configuration.
The relations in (4.4)-(4.5) are simple linear laws, but without further exper-
imental evidence, it seems as yet unnecessary to test more complicated relations.
The main implications of the proposed laws are,
(i) No internal remodelling occurs if the filament is not subjected to stretch,
(ii) The filament tends to reduce the amount of elastic strain energy.
(iii) The remodelling rate increases as the polymer density and entanglement
decreases.
4.3.3 Cell porosity evolution
Since we do not aim to explicitly model the polymer network, but to charac-
terise this network through its porosity and resting length, we propose here the
following relation for the evolution of P ,
P˙ = c±2
(
P0 − P
(Ja)c3
)
, (4.6)
with Ja = det(F a), and P0 a reference homeostatic value of the porosity, at
which no further changes on P are induced. Equation (4.6) represents a self-
regulation of the void content, where the material constants c±2 and c3 determine
how strongly this self-regulation takes place, and how strongly P˙ depends on the
active deformation Ja. We further hypothesise that c±2 may take different values
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Ja < 1
P < P0
D < 0
γ < P0γ0
Ja = 1
P = P0
D = 0
γ = P0γ0
Ja > 1
P > P0
D > 0
γ > P0γ0
Figure 4.5: Physical illustration of equations (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6): (a) by de-
creasing the resting volume (Ja < 1), the material stiffens and the porosity
decreases (P˙ < 0) due to the reduction of Ja, and eventually increases when
P0 − P/(Ja)c3 > 0. (b) Initial configuration of a system of actin filaments with
resting volume equal to Ja0 = J0 = 1 = det(F
e). (c) When the resting volume
increases (Ja > 1), the material softens and the porosity increases (P˙ > 0), and
eventually diminishes when P0 − P/(Ja)c3 < 0.
dependent on whether P is increasing (c±2 = c
+
2 ) or P is decreasing (c
±
2 = c
−
2 ),
with c+2 > c
−
2 . The physical hypotheses in (4.6) are the following:
• Networks with larger resting configurations induce an increase of the poros-
ity (filaments tend to stay farther from each other) while smaller resting
domains render the polymeric network denser. This is illustrated in Figure
4.5. The dependence of P˙ on Ja is plotted in Figure 4.6a.
• When the porosity is below the homeostatic state P0(Ja)c3 , the porosity will
tend to increase, and vice-versa. Figure 4.6b illustrates this dependence.
• Unsymmetrical polymer remodelling: porosity recovers its reference value
P0(J
a)c3 much easily when P is increasing than when it is decreasing.
4.3.4 Summary of the model
The continuum model described so far can be summarised in the three equations
(4.3), (4.4) and (4.6), which may be gathered in a system of PDEs:
∇ · ((Je)−1 F eSF eT ) = 0, ∀x ∈ Ω
E˙
a
= Pγ0 : E
e
P˙ = c±2
(
P0 − P(Ja)c3
) (4.7)
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of P according to equation (4.6) with c3 = 1, and c
+
2 /c
−
2 =
10. (a) Rate of cell porosity, P˙ , against the resting Ja, for P0 = 1, and different
values of P . P˙ decreases when the resting volume decreases (Ja < 1). (b) Rate
of cell porosity, P˙ , as a function of P for P0 = 1, and different values of J
a.
where
S = 2
∂U
∂C
, U(F ) = (1−D)U e(F ) , D = c1P − P0
P0
(4.8)
According to the expression of the damage factor 1−D = 1+c1−c1 PP0 and the
evolution of E˙
a
, if the porosity increases while keeping the elastic deformation
Ee constant , the stress S will decrease but the active strains Ea will increase.
Indeed, and as depicted in Figure 4.5c, if the density of filaments is lower, then
the total stress that the cell can bear is also lower, and the cell should adapt
more easily to the current elastic deformation. Conversely, a reduction in cell
porosity causes an increase in the effective stresses and a decrease of the active
strains (see Figure 4.5a).
We note that we are not modelling fluid flow in the porous biological ma-
terial, and so this is not a poroelastic model. However, porosity is taken into
account and modulates the effective stress, but without considering the transfer
of stresses between fluid and solid phases.
The formulation in (4.7) formally satisfies the physical hypothesis in (i), (ii)
and (iii), but it has no straight forward implementation. The values in the
fourth-order tensor γijkl, which represent the rate of a given active strain in the
components ij when subjected to an elastic strain along kl component cannot be
easily measured experimentally. For this reason we present in the next section a
one dimensional version that can be implemented in a truss model of the tissue.
The bar elements to be used next, do not represent individual filaments, but an
element that carries the net force between two connected cells.
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4.4 Computational implementation on cell-centred
model
The equations of the continuum model described in the previous section are here
adapted to the cell-centred model described in Chapter 2 and in [Mosaffa et al.,
2015] in order to simplify the evolution law for E˙
a
. By including the porous-
based rheological law presented here, we aim to extend the cell-centred model
with fluidisation capabilities.
4.4.1 Equilibrium equations
We remind that in the cell-centred model the connection between two cell centres
is defined by the presence of a one-dimensional bar element. The decomposition
of the deformation gradient is now rewritten as a function of the current length
of a bar element between cells i and j, denoted by lij = ||xj − xi|, its active
(or relaxed length) Lij, and its initial length Lij0 = ||Xj0 −X i0|. Note that the
positions xa after the active deformation will not be computed, and just the
active length Lij will be included in the model.
In parallel with the elastic potential in Section 4.3.1, we define the following
elastic potential,
U ij =
1
2
k
(
1− c1P
ij − P0
P0
)(
εe,ij
)2
, (4.9)
where εe,ij is the elastic strain between cells i and j along direction,
eij = (xj − xj)/lij,
and k represents the stiffness of the filament. The factor c1
P ij−P0
P0
represents the
damage-like variable, which modulates the elastic energy through the porosity
variable P ij. In our implementation we will use the following strain measure,
εe,ij =
lij − Lij
Lij
. (4.10)
The elastic force along the direction xi − xj is derived from the gradient of
the elastic potential U ij for a constant resting length Lij as,
gij = k
(
1− c1P
ij − P0
P0
)
εe,ijeij. (4.11)
The global equilibrium of the system is achieved by equalising the resultant
of all the elastic forces at each cell-centre to zero, that is,∑
j
gij = 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (4.12)
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4.4.2 Active length evolution
The evolution law of the active strain in (4.4) is here rewritten in terms of the
active length variable L as:
L˙ij = P ijγ0ε
eLij = P ijγ0(l
ij − Lij). (4.13)
The tensor like character of the active deformations is thus replaced by a
scalar lengthening rate L˙ij, which is regulated by a scalar remodelling rate,
γij = P ijγ0, not necessary the same for each element ij. This elemental in-
ternal remodelling rate of the cytoskeleton has the same meaning as its tensor
counterpart, but along the direction of the cell-cell contact. We will consider the
value of γ0 as constant and homogeneous throughout the cellular system.
4.4.3 Porosity evolution
The evolution for the proposity takes in the bar system the following form,
P˙ ij = c±2
(
P0 − P
ij(
Lij/Lij0
)c3
)
. (4.14)
This corresponds to equation 4.6, but replacing Ja by its one-dimensional
counterpart L/L0.
4.4.4 Summary of the computational model
The particle based model is described by gathering the three equations in (4.12),
(4.13) and (4.14), which may be jointly written as,
f(x, La, P ) = 0, (4.15)
with,
f(x, La, P ) =

∑
j k
1
Lij
(
1− c1 P ij−P0P0
)
εe,ijeij, i = 1, . . . , N
L˙ij − γ0P ijεe,ij, ij = 1, . . . , Ne
P˙ ij − c±2
(
P0 − P ij(Lij/Lij0 )c3
)
, ij = 1, . . . , Ne
 . (4.16)
After replacing the continuum model by a particle based model, we have
turned the system of PDEs in (4.7) into the system of ODEs given above. This
system is discretised on time in the following section using a weighting parameter
θ. The resulting non-linear system of equations that allows us to find the new set
of N×2×Ne unknowns: xin+1, Lijn+1 and P ijn+1 is solved using a Newton-Raphson
scheme.
Due to the elemental character of the active lengths and porosities, these
variables can be statically condensed, giving rise to a non-linear system of solely
N unknowns, x1, . . . ,xN . Next section explains the static condensation proce-
dure and the system of linear equations to be solved at each Newton-Raphson
iteration.
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4.4.5 Time discretisation and static condensation
The time discretisation of the evolution laws in (4.13) and (4.14) using a θ-scheme
yield
Lijn+1 = L
ij
n + ∆tγ0P
ij
n+θ(l
ij
n+θ − Lijn+θ)
P ijn+1 = P
ij
n + ∆tc
±
2
(
P0 −
P ijn+θ
(Lijn+θ/L
ij
0 )
c3
)
,
with (•)n+θ = (1− θ)(•)n + θ(•)n+1. At each time-step tn+1, the set of unknowns
xn+1 = {x1n+1, . . . ,xNn+1}, Pn+1 = {P 1n+1, . . . , PNen+1} and Ln+1 = {L1n+1, . . . , LNe}
may be found by solving the following system of equations,
f(xn+1, Ln+1, Pn+1) = 0
with,
f(xn+1, Ln+1, Pn+1) =
∑
j k
1
Lijn+1
(
1− c1 P
ij
n+1−P0
P0
)
εe,ijn+1e
ij
n+1, i = 1, . . . , N
Lijn+1 − Lijn −∆tγP ijn+θ(lijn+θ − Lijn+θ), ij = 1, . . . , Ne
P ijn+1 − P ijn −∆tc±2
(
P0 − P
ij
n+θ
(Lijn+θ/L0)
c3
)
, ij = 1, . . . , Ne
 . (4.17)
The solution of the system of equations in (4.17) may be found by using a
full Newton-Raphson method. In this case, at each iteration k, the system of
linear equations reads,
Kk

δx
δL
δP
 = −

fx
fL
fP

k
n+1
. (4.18)
The vectors fx, fL and fP denote the block of equations in vector f related
to the mechanical equilibrium and the evolutions laws for L and P . The Jacobian
matrix is decomposed as follows,
K =
 Kxx KxL KxPKLx KLL KLP
KPx KPL KPP
 =

∂xfx ∂Lfx ∂Pfx
∂xfL ∂LfL ∂PfL
∂xfP ∂LfP ∂PfP
 . (4.19)
From the second and third block of rows in equation (4.18), the variables δL
and δP can be computed as follow,{
δL
δP
}
= −J−1LP
(
fLP +
[
KLx
KPx
]
δx
)
, (4.20)
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with JLP =
[
KLL KLP
KPL KPP
]
and fLP =
{
fL
fP
}
. Replacing the expression in
(4.20) back into (4.18), yields the following reduced system of equations:
Kˆxδx = −fˆx, (4.21)
where the vector fˆx and the Jacobian Kˆx are given by,
fˆx = fx −
[
KxL Kxp
]
J−1LPfLP
Kˆx = Kxx −
[
KxL Kxp
]
J−1LP
[
KLx
Kpx
]
.
(4.22)
The condensed system of equation in (4.21) can be now solved by Newton-
Raphson method. Note that since variables L and P are elemental, matrix JLP
is formed by Ne uncoupled matrices with dimensions 2 × 2, and therefore the
products in (4.22) are computationally cheap.
4.5 Simulation results
4.5.1 Tests with one bar element
In order to validate our model, we have simulated the fluidisation process by
applying the stretch history given in Figure 4.7 to a single bar element.
0
Time
C
e
ll
 s
tr
a
in
4 sec 1000 sec
Figure 4.7: Schematic description of cell stretching. Cells were subjected to a
single transient stretch during 4 seconds and returning to zero strain and then
applying smaller oscillatory strain of 1000 seconds with frequency ω = 0.75Hz.
The plots in Figure 4.8 show the evolutions of the resting length and the
porosity. While the trend of the former follows the evolution of the imposed
displacement, the latter has a much slower decreasing curve. Indeed, according
to equation (4.13), the resting length adapts to the imposed strain, while in view
of equation (4.6), the porosity P tends to decrease and equalise the reference
value P0 = 1 when J
a = 1. However, due to the smaller value of c−2 , at much
lower rate than during the approximately first 2 seconds, where c+2 is used and
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Figure 4.8: (a) Evolution of resting length L. (b)-(c) Evolution of porosity P in
unscaled time units (b) and logarithmic units (c) after stretch application on a
single element of ε = 10%.
P˙ > 0.
After cessation the transient stretch, the phase angle δ and the stiffness G′
are computed as follows,
δ = tan−1(G′′/G′) G′ =
σ0
ε0
cos(δ) (4.23)
with G′ and G′′ the storage and loss modulus, respectively, and with σ0 and ε0
the maximum values of the stress and strain signals. Figure 4.9 illustrates the
experimental data of the phase angle δ (Figure 4.9, a) and the stiffness G′ (Figure
4.9, b) related to 5% (red circles) and 10% (green circles) of the strain.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the (a) phase angle δ and (b) stored modulus G′ after
stretch application on a single element of ε = 10% and ε = 5%. Circles depict the
experimental data, while × and + crosses represent the results of the numerical
simulation.
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4.5.2 Fitting material parameters
The parameters of the model p = (k, γ0, c1, c
±
2 , c3) have been fitted using a least
square procedure adapted from the Matlab function lsqcurvefit, for the 5%
and 10% of the strain, by minimising the following error E,
E = min
p
∑
i
(δnum10%(p)i − δ(exp10%)i + (G′num10%(p)i −G′(exp10%)i
+(δnum5%(p)i − δ(exp5%)i + (G′num5%(p)i −G′(exp5%)i,
where δnum10%(p) and G
′
num10%(p) are numerical values of phase angle δ and
stiffness G′ for 10% of strain, respectively and δ(exp10%) and G′(exp10%) are ex-
perimental values of phase angle δ and stiffness G′ for 10% of strain. The values
of δnum5%(p) and G
′
num5%(p) are numerical values of phase angle δ and stiffness
G′ for 5% of strain, respectively and δ(exp5%) and G′(exp5%) are experimental
values of phase angle δ and stiffness G′ for 5% of strain.
As shown in Figure 4.9, the model predictions using the fit values (k, γ0, c1,
c+2 , c
−
2 , c3)=(1.13, 1.119, 2.02, 0.012, 0.0012, 4.75) follow the same trends of the
experimental data. The phase angle δ increased after the single transient stretch
and then slowly recovered. Instead, stored modulus G′ decreased after the single
transient stretch and then slowly recovered after 20 minutes, approximately. The
damage-like variable D in equation (4.8), which depends on the porosity P , is
responsible for modulating this fluidisation effect.
4.5.3 Multicellular system
The same stretch history was applied to the multicellular system shown in Figure
4.10, where the bottom side was kept fully constrained, while the up side followed
a displacement history producing the strain evolution in Figure 4.7. The initial
positions of the nuclei, which is shown in Figure 4.10, was obtained by pre-
stressing a regular mesh of cells.
The phase angle δ and the stiffness G′ were computed after cessation of
the single transient stretch. As in the single element, G′ was defined as the
cell stiffness after stretch relative to the initial stiffness. It can be observed in
Figure 4.11 that using a similar set of parameters, in this case (k, γ0, c1, c
+
2 , c
−
2 ,
c3)=(0.97, 1.17, 2.13, 0.012, 0.0012, 4.00), the two curves corresponding to 5%
and 10% stretch can be recovered. The trends of the porosity and resting length
were similar to those of the single element, but remarkably so on the vertical
elements of the network, which are those most affected by the stretching.
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Figure 4.10: Multicellular system: spheres represent cell centre and thin lines
cell-cell contacts. Thicker lines show associated cell boundaries.
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Figure 4.11: The response of the multicellular system to a transient stretch of
ε = 10% and ε = 5%. Circles depict the experimental data, and circles represent
our simulation of 10% and 5% of the strain, respectively. (a) Evolution of phase
angle δ. (b) Evolution of stored modulus G′.
Chapter 5
Rheological model for cell
relaxation
The cytoplasm is the largest part of the cell and hence its rheology sets the rate at
which cellular shape changes can occur. Recent experimental evidence suggests
that cytoplasmic rheology can be described by a poroelastic model, in which the
cytoplasm is treated as a biphasic material consisting of a porous elastic solid
meshwork (cytoskeleton, organelles, macromolecules) bathed in an interstitial
fluid (cytosol), where the water redistribution through the solid phase of the cy-
toplasm (cytoskeleton and macromolecular crowders) plays a fundamental role
in setting cellular rheology at short timescales [Moeendarbary et al., 2013].
In this chapter we introduce generalised Maxwell model and generalised ac-
tive model in order to simulate the biphasic behaviour of cells undergoing stress
relaxation that has been experimentally observed in bio-mechanical test per-
formed by Guillaume Charras and his group at University College London. We
explain this experimental work in the next section.
5.1 Experimental set-up
To investigate the mechanics of cells, a new device was developed [Harris et al.,
2013], where MDCK cells are grown between two rods, one fixed and one flexible
(see Figure 5.1). Then, MDCK cells were stretched at a strain rate ε˙ = 30%/s
with a force transducer connected to a motorised manipulator. The force relax-
ation was monitored while cells are left stretched for 2.5 minutes.
Figure 5.2a shows the force relaxation for MDCK cells, with a rapid decay in
the first 5 seconds followed by slower decay afterwards. In Figure 5.2b, we see
that force relaxation clearly exhibited two separate regimes. They reported that
the first phase observed in cellular force relaxation may correspond to poroelastic
behaviour due to water redistribution in cytoplasm and the second phase is due
to ATP dependent processes. Rheological models for tissues range from those
that treat the cytoplasm as a single-phase material are not able to capture the
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Figure 5.1: (a) A profile view schematic of the device after application of a
constant extension, showing the interaction of the manipulator with the rods
adapted from [Harris et al., 2013]. (b) Image of MDCK cells between two rods.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Representative force relaxation curve for MDCK cells. After the
application of a 30% strain, the tissue relaxes to equilibrium in ∼ 10 second. (b)
log-log scale of the plot in (a) showing the two regimes of force relaxation.
first phase observed in this experiment at short time scale. Therefore, we present
a Generalised Maxwell and Generalised active models to simulate the biphasic
behaviour of cells in this experiment.
5.2 Material fitting
The material parameters of the model, p = (p1, p2, ..., pN), will be fitted by
minimising the error of the numerical stress resultant σ with respect to the
experimental values. More specifically, the following error function
E = min
p
∑
i
(σ(p)i − σ(exp)i)2, (5.1)
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is minimised using a least square procedure adapted from the Matlab function
lsqcurvefit, and where σ(exp)i is the experimental stresses resultant at time
ti.
5.3 Constant strain test
5.3.1 Generalized Maxwell and Generalized active mod-
els (two branches)
Analytical solutions for the Maxwell and active model under a constant displace-
ment is presented in Section 3.5.3. We here recast the resulting stress evolution
in equations (3.37) and (3.38),
σ(t)Active = k
(L1 − L0)e−γt
L1 − (L1 − L0)e−γt (5.2)
σ(t)Maxwell = ε0ke
− k
η
t. (5.3)
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: (a) Active element connected to a spring in parallel. (b) Maxwell
element connected to a spring in parallel.
In order to obtain the biphasic behaviour of cells during stress relaxation
experiment described in the previous section, first, we test an active element
connected to a spring in parallel (see Figure 5.3a). These models with two
branches aim to represent the combined mechanical response of tissues, which
exhibit an elastic behaviour at short time scales and a viscous component at
longer time-scales [Wolff et al., 2012]. The total stress σtot,GA of the Generalized
active rheology will be the sum of the stress in active and elastic component and
can be computed as,
σtot,GA = kA
(L1 − L0)e−γAt
L1 − (L1 − L0)e−γAt + kspringε
e (5.4)
The total stress σtot,GM of the Generalized Maxwell rheology shown in Figure
5.3b will be the sum of the stress in Maxwell and elastic component and given
by,
σtot,GM = ε0ke
− k
η
t + kspringε
e. (5.5)
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In this test, a bar element is subjected to a stretch by 30% of the strain and
then is left stretched approximately for 2.5 minutes. The total stress of the bar
element is monitored after cessation the step strain.
Figure 5.4 shows the stress relaxation curve obtained from the experimental
and numerical stresses. Figure 5.5 shows a logarithm plot of the total stress
for 30 seconds. In this plot it is clear that the active rheological model with
two branches is not able to simulate the first phase observed in stress relaxation
experiment. The fitting of the material parameters (kA, γA and kspring) are not
attempted in this experiment, since the two branches model can not capture
changes of trend (see Figure 5.5). As we discussed in Section 3.5.3 Maxwell and
active models have a similar trend in a stress relaxation test, so the Maxwell
element connected to a spring in parallel of the Generalised Maxwell element
was neither fitted in this case. Instead, the three branch model explained in the
next Section was employed.Stress relaxation. One active parallel elastic 
30% 
[K
pa
]
[s]
Figure 5.4: Stress relaxation curve for experimental and numerical stresses (kilo-
pascal).
5.3.2 Generalized Maxwell and Generalized active mod-
els (three branches)
Here, in order to simulate the change of characteristic time in the experimental
results, we test a Generalized Maxwell and a Generalized active models with
three branches, where two Maxwell/active elements are connected to a spring
in parallel. Figure 5.6 shows the Generalised Maxwell and Generalized active
models with the three branches, and also indicates the material constants being
employed. The total stress of this model will be the sum of the stresses in each
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Stress relaxation. One active parallel elastic  
30% 
Figure 5.5: Logarithm σ (pascal) plot for the first 30 seconds.
Maxwell/active branch plus the elastic component of the spring component.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: (a) Generalized active model (three branches). (b) Generalized
Maxwell model (three branches).
The same test is applied to a bar element with the rheology shown in Figure
5.6. Figure 5.7 shows the stress relaxation curve obtained by the experimental
data, and the Generalized Maxwell and Generalized active models. It can be
observed that the numerical results show a good agreements with experimental
stresses. Figure 5.8 is the log-log plot of the stress relaxation, where the first
phase of stress relaxation clearly captured by the Generalized Maxwell and Gen-
eralized active models with three branches.
As shown in Figure 5.7, the model predictions are used the fit values (kspring,
kA,kB,γA,γB)=(0.27, 0.97, 0.73, 0.98, 0.08) and (kspring, kA, kB, ηA,ηB)=(0.29,
0.69, 0.78, 6.91, 0.76) for the Generalized active and Generalized Maxwell, re-
spectively. The difference in the values of the two remodelling rates γA and γB,
which is one order of magnitude approximately, or the different values of the vis-
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Figure 5.7: Stress relaxation curves obtained by experimental data and numerical
results.
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Figure 5.8: Log-log scale of stress relaxation plot.
cosity coefficient reflects the clear biphasic nature of the response. The specific
physical sources of this change of characteristic time are as yet undetermined,
but are clearly visible and can be quantified with the models.
5.3.3 Multicellular system
Here we aim to simulate the stress relaxation of MDCK cells described in Section
5.1 using a multicellular system. Figure 5.9 shows the tissue obtained from the
MDCK cells image using a barycentric method (see Section 2.6).
In this simulation, first Generalized active model with three branches is ap-
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Figure 5.9: Multicellular system obtained from an MDCK phase contrast image.
Thin lines represent cell-cell connectivity and thick lines the cells boundaries
obtained from a barycentric method.
plied on each cell-cell connectivity (thin lines in Figure 5.9). The tissue is sub-
jected to a stretch by 30% of the strain and then is left stretched approximately
for 2.5 minutes, similarly to the test in the previous Section. The total stress of
the tissue is monitored after cessation the step strain.
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Figure 5.10: Stress relaxation curve for multicellular system. Red cycles are the
numerical results obtained from a arbitrary set of material parameters. Black cy-
cles are the numerical results after fitting material parameters with experimental
data.
The stress relaxation curve using the set of material parameters p0 =(kspring,kA,kB,
γA,γB)=(0.27, 0.97, 0.74, 0.98, 0.08) of the Generalized active model with three
branches obtained for the one element test shown with red cycles in Figure 5.10.
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After fitting the material parameters, the fit values (kspring, kA,kB, γA,γB)=(0.18,
0.64,0.49, 0.98, 0.08) are used to predict the stress relaxation experimental data
(see black cycles in Figure 5.10). Although the elastic constants of the branches
differ, the remodelling rates in each branches are almost identical, and with the
same difference of one order of magnitude. The distribution of the elastic forces
on the network makes the stiffness coefficients k, kA and kA very dependent on
the cell topology and sizes, as it is customary in cell-centred models [Hahn et al.,
2010]. An homogenisation of the forces is required in order to remove this de-
pendence. Importantly, the remodelling rates are independent of such topology,
despite the resting length rates depend on the bar orientation with respect to
the applied strain.
5.4 Incremental strain test
In order to test the differences on Maxwell and active rheological laws, we have
compared the numerical and experimental results when the monolayer is sub-
jected to a monotonically increasing strain, with a constant strain rate. Indeed,
it is in this case that both models differ in their response. Although the results
in this section are not conclusive, we include it for completeness reasons.
The analytical solution of Maxwell and active model under an increasing
strain ε(t) = ε0 + at with a an arbitrary constant, is given by,
σ(t)Maxwell = aη(1− e−
k
η
t) (5.6)
σ(t)active = k
(
l0 + at
l0 + at+
a
γ
(e−γt − 1) − 1
)
. (5.7)
In this test, the Generalized Maxwell and active models with three branches
(see Figure 5.6) are applied to the bar element. Then, the bar element is sub-
jected to an increasing strain up to the value εmax = 100%. The stresses-strain
curve of both models are shown in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.12 shows the evolution of the stresses for the MDCK cells under a
continuous stretch obtained by Guillaume Charras and his group. When com-
paring the evolution of stresses in Figure 5.11 with the experimental stresses in
Figure 5.12, the distinct trend of the stress evolution can be clearly observed.
While the experimental curve undergoes a hardening process, the numerical mod-
els miss to simulate this process, in fact the general trends of the curves, with no
delayed stiffening, are independent are independent of the material parameters.
This fact has suggested a slight modification of the resting length evolution.
We will resort to the same active model with two branches, as shown in Figure
5.3a, but with the evolution law in (3.24) redefined as,
L˙ = γ(εe − εc), (5.8)
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Figure 5.11: Response of the Generalized Maxwell model and Generalized active
model with three branches under an increasing strain.
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Figure 5.12: Stress-strain plot of the MDCK cells under a continuous stretching.
where εc is contractility strain that aim to mimic the contractile stress state of
cells. This modification aims to reproduce the homoeostatic contractile stress
that tissues exhibit, as the early retraction of cells demonstrate when tissues are
subjected to a wound process [Brugue´s et al., 2014].
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Also, we apply a quadratic elasticity on active branch as follows,
σactive = kA(ε
e)2. (5.9)
A bar element and a 10 by 10 Cartesian mesh are tested with the modifica-
tions explained above, and subjected to a continuous stretch. Their mechanical
response is characterised by the stress evolution shown in Figure 5.13. This fig-
ure and the evolution of the experimental stress in Figure 5.12 have the same
trend, but are quantitatively different, since magnitudes and slopes differ for
different strain values. In summary, by adding a contractility strain constant to
the active evolution law and using a quadratic elasticity, the hardening observed
in experimental data is qualitatively recovered.
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of the stress for a bar element and a 10 by 10 Cartesian
mesh.
We point out that this early hardening of the numerical results is lost when-
ever no contractility is applied or no quadratic stress is employed. Interestingly,
the coupling between hardening and contractility has already been previously es-
tablished in adherent cells [Wang et al., 2002]. We finally remark that in order to
fit the actual experimental curves, which show a significant degree of variability
(see Figure 5.12), strain dependent contractility factors and more sophisticated
elastic potentials seem to be required.
Chapter 6
Concluding remarks and future
work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis is motivated by the non-linear response of biological tissues, which
exhibit softening and fluidisation process [Trepat et al., 2007, Wolff et al., 2012].
In order to include this response, and at the same time model the tissue by ex-
plicitly representing the individual cells, a cell-centred model has been developed
which can include any arbitrary rheological law while undergoing large deforma-
tions and rotations.
The cell-centred model is based on Delaunay representations and suitable
tessellations of the domain, which represent the cell regions. Such triangulation
and tessellation employ modified Delauany and Voronoi algorithms, which are
applied in a staggered manner with respect to the equilibrium equations. This
two-step process has consequences on the tessellation, which is modified due to
the equilibrium conditions, and thus may not fully comply with the definition of
the Voronoi algorithm. For this reason, an alternative barycentric interpolation
has been tested.
The cell rheology proposed here adapts classical viscoelastic laws, which is
implemented in one-dimensional bars that form the cellular tissue. In order to
extend these linear viscoelastic laws to the non-linear case, an alternative imple-
mentation based on null space projection and static condensation is presented.
These extension allows us to test elastic softening and non-linear viscosity. Al-
though the response of this modified rheology shows similar trends than the
experimental results [Trepat et al., 2007], the time scale of the response is much
shorter in the numerical models. This mismatch has motivated the porous based
model presented in Chapter 4. Despite this pitfall, the methodology has been
presented because it can handle arbitrary combinations of non-linear elastic an
viscous laws.
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This thesis also presents a viscoelastic law that is based on an evolution law
of the resting length. It has been shown that this alternative phenomenological
interpretation gives very similar results to the classical Maxwell model. In order
to capture the delayed recovery of the mechanical properties of the tissue in the
fluidisation experiments, this resting length evolution has been extending with a
new porosity variable, which modulates the cell stiffness and that also has asso-
ciated an unsymmetrical evolution law.
The rheological laws are also used to match the laboratory results of strained
suspended monolayers. The experimental results required to implement multiple
branches for the Delaunay network, and fit the multiple parameters. Although
this fitting and the tests with different cultivating conditions are still an ongo-
ing work, the promising results obtained so far are encouraging for testing these
different conditions, and further extending the mechanics to the Voronoi network.
6.2 Future work
The methodology for handling cell-cell remodelling has been briefly explained
in this thesis. The numerical tests carried out though do not numerically anal-
yse this methodology. Nonetheless, some examples can be found in [Mosaffa
et al., 2015] where it is shown that the remodelling phenomena further adds a
plastic like behaviour to the monolayers. Also, the stability and robustness of
the barycentric and Voronoi tessellation needs to be analysed in a more detailed
manner when this remodelling takes place. Some work on smoothing this cell-cell
contact transitions are being investigated. Although the barycentric interpola-
tion seems so far better suited for visualising the cells, and therefore transferring
mechanics to the cell boundaries, this fact should be further tested in the future
with more examples.
The theory presented here is also valid for three-dimensional analysis. How-
ever, this case needs to be further tested, overall when remodelling takes place,
and with the rheological models proposed here. In addition, the differences
between the Maxwell and the active length model needs to be experimentally
contrasted and verified with further experimental tests.
The experimental results of the stress relaxation tests in Chapter 5 reveal
that monolayers behave in a non-linear manner, and that they respond with dif-
ferent phases. The linear evolution law of the resting law, and the simple elastic
potential employed showed similar stiffening profiles, but with different time-
scales. This mismatch motivates the design of more sophisticated evolution laws
and rheological models where the contributions of fluid and different polymeric
constituents are explicitly coupled.
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Appendix A
Proof of the uniqueness of active
length tensor Li
We will here proof that the solution of the system of equations in (3.28) at a
given node i is unique if the vectors nj that define the cell-cell connectivities at
node i and that form matrix A span Rnsd .
By definition, matrix A is semi-positive definite (SPD) and symmetric. We
will here proof that matrix A is in fact positive definite (PS), and hence gives a
unique solution. Matrix A is PS if the following implication holds:
L¯iTAL¯i = 0⇒ L¯i = 0 (A.1)
But, by setting lij = Linj, we have that,
L¯iTAL¯i =
n∑
j=1
Linj · Linj =
n∑
j=1
||lij||2
So,
n∑
j=1
Linj · Linj = 0⇒ lij = 0, ∀j (A.2)
i.e., implication in (A.1) may be also expressed as,
n∑
j=1
Linj · Linj = 0⇒ Linj · ek = 0,∀j, k.
Setting nj = α
l
jel we have that,
Linj · ek = αljLiel · ek =
∑
l
αljL
i
kl
with Likl = L
iel · ek component kl of tensor Li. Therefore, equation (A.2) is
equivalent to, ∑
l
αljL
i
kl = 0,∀k, j.
By denoting by Lik the k-th row of the tensor L
i, this condition may be also
expressed as,
nj · Lik = 0,∀k, j,
that is, the vectors nj are orthogonal to each one of the rows of L
i. If the vectors
nj span the whole space Rnsd , this is only possible when Lik = 0, as we wanted
to proof.
Appendix B
Proof of the uniqueness of nodal
stresses σˆ
In Section 3.4, it is shown that the unknown stress σˆ is defined by minimization
of the stress error E, which gives,
Aσˆ = b
with
A =
∑
j
NTjN j
b = 2
n∑
i=1
N i
T
ti
By definition, vector A is semi positive definite. Therefore, the uniqueness of
the solution is equivalent to the following condition,
σTAσ =
∑
j
σnj.σnj = 0⇒ σ = 0 (B.1)
where, ∑
j
σnj.σnj =
∑
j
||tj||2. (B.2)
σTAσ = 0⇒ tj = 0,∀j (B.3)
i.e., condition B.1 implies that,
tj · ei = 0,∀i, j. (B.4)
Setting nj = α
k
jek we have that,
tj · ei = αkjσek.ei =
∑
k
αkjσik (B.5)
Therefore, equation (B.3) is equivalent to,∑
k
αkjσik = 0,∀i, j. (B.6)
By denoting σi the i− th column of the tensor σ, this condition may be also
expressed as,
njσj = 0,∀j, (B.7)
that is, the vectors nj are orthogonal to each one of the columns of σ. If the
vectors nj span the whole space Rd, this is only possible when σi = 0, as we
wanted to proof.
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